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Abstract 
There has been heated debate on whether China has an epic and what that epic should be. 
Some scholars think that China does not have an epic, while many others consider the 
five or six poems in the Da Ya 大雅 section of the Shijing《詩、經》as epics. However, 
there are many problems with the definition of "5/7/ shi 史詩(epic poetry)". This study 
aims to point out the highly problematic and contentious nature of the definition of "epic" 
and suggests instead to compare Homer and the Shijing directly as (1) the respective 
sources of Western and Chinese literature; and (2) as a form of traditional oral poetry 
found the world over. By reviewing the original meaning of "eTrof" in ancient Greek and 
recent applications of Homeric research on Shijing studies, this paper argues that in terms 
of metre, language, structure, and content, the Shijing as a whole is the closest equivalent 
to the Homeric epics in the Chinese literary tradition. 
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Definitions for the Epic 
The idea of "epic" or “shi shi 史诗” in China did not come into being until the late 
nineteenth century, when China for the first time in her history sent students to study in 
the West. Before that, the genre simply did not exist in the Chinese literary tradition. 
Therefore, what we are describing now as “shi shi 史诗” is in fact a borrowed and 
translated concept. Like many translations in that period, the term “shi shi 史i寺” was not 
directly translated from the original Greek, but only indirectly from the English: 
"Epic: a long poem describing the deeds of heroic or legendary figures or the past history 
of a nation ”i 
From this definition, we are principally informed about (1) the extended length of the 
poem; and (2) the heroic and historical content of the poem. 
Most Chinese scholars use this definition as their point of departure when discussing the 
epic in China. Some, based on the first criterion of extended poetic length, argue that 
China does not have an epic. Others such as Chen (1981) and Deng (1986) view the five 
or six historical poems in the Shijing as epics, based on the second criterion of historical 
1 Oxford English Dictionary, edition, ed. Simpson & Weiner, Clarendon Press, 1989. 
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content^. Even the illustrious C.H. Wang and Xia Chuancai follow this view.� However， 
singling out five or six poems from the Da Ya section and calling them "epics" is no 
more than forfeiting a Chinese genre in favour of a Greek one, which is exactly what the 
Chinese parable 肖足适履{cutting one�s foot to suit the shoe) describes. This issue is 
further complicated by the misleading Chinese translation for "epic", “shi shi 史诗”， 
which follows the English translation (too) closely and literally means "historical poetry". 
This translation itself already dictates that an epic must have some sort of historical 
content. However, as we shall see, this definition is highly problematic. 
Firstly, the criterion of historical content is misleading. The Trojan War was a collective 
memory of the Greeks and this event may indeed be considered historical. But the Iliad 
itself was not about the Trojan War. The first line of the Iliad already reads, “iifjviv dsi5s 
Ged nr|A-r|id5sco Ax 认 fjo;” {Sing, O goddess, of the anger of Peleus 's son Achilles!) 
Homer had already indicated in the beginning of his poem that this was about a hero and 
the consequences of his anger, not about the historical details of the Trojan War. In fact, 
the selective treatment of events in the poem reveals this point clearly. Throughout the 
entire poem, focused on only a few weeks in the tenth year of the war, we are not even 
informed of the fall of Ilium, or even the Trojan Horse. The poem simply ignores these 
2 Chen identifies t h e 《玄乌》、《生民》、《公刘》、《绵》、《皇矣》 a n d 《文王》 a s the 
six historical epics in the Shijing. S e e陈铁镔（1 9 8 1 ) “ 荷 马 史 诗 与 《 诗 经 》 史 诗 的 比 较 研 
究 ” 铞 州 师 范 ^/^^M. 1 9 8 1 年 4 期 5 2 - 6 0 页；Whereas Deng identifies t h e《生民》、 
《公刘》、《绵》、《皇矣》 a n d 《大明》 a s the Five Zhou epics. S e e邱乔彬（1 9 8 6 ) “从荷 
马 史 诗 与 西 周 史 诗 谈 中 西 文 学 ” 华 东 师 范 大 学 学 报 . 1 9 8 6 年 6 期 6 5 - 7 1 页 . 
3夏传才（1 9 9 8 )《诗经语言艺术新编》北京：语文出版社 . 1 73-1 7 4页 . 
See C.H. Wang (1988) From Ritual to AUegoiy: Seven Essays in Early Chinese Poetry. Hong Kong: The 
Chinese University Press, where he even goes as far as calling the five historical poems in the Da Ya as the 
Weniad. 
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historical events and ends abruptly with Hector's funeral, a sign of Achilles' own 
imminent death. Hence, we can see, Homer's concern was story, not history. When we 
consider Homer's other epic, the Odyssey, the criterion of historical content becomes 
manifestly irrelevant. The Great Wanderings of Odysseus and his encounters with 
monsters and nymphs are clearly mythological and can hardly be described as historical 
at all. Recent research on oral poetic traditions have also found that the Odyssey actually 
belongs to a larger theme o^''Return Songs" found in many cultures, most notably the 
South Slavic oral poetic tradition 4 Hence, the Odyssey is only one instance of a common 
story about a hero struggling to return home to reassert his authority. There is nothing 
historical about this kind of story, which can happen in any country and any historical 
context. Hence, the notion that an epic must have some sort of historical content is 
inaccurate and misleading. 
The second problem is anachronism. The extended sense of long, heroic and historicar 
is a modem generalization that did not come into being until the sixteenth century.^ In 
ancient Greece, the original meaning of epic or "sTuog" was very different from what we 
mean today. In ancient Greek, "eTrog-" simply meant a “speech” or '"utterance"^. 
In poetry, it was used to denote a style of meter，the dactylic hexameter used by Homer. 
Throughout the ages, many more connotations had been attributed to the Greek word 
“STtcx;”. By the time of the Renaissance, an epic poem often had to (1) start with an 
invocation to the muses; (2) include a catalogue of ships; or (3) start in media res. These 
4 J. M. Foley (1999) Homer's Traditional Art. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, pp. 
1 1 9 - 1 2 1 . . . . . 
5 T. Tasso, Discourses on the Heroic Poem (1594), book 1, trans. M. Cavalchini & I. Samuel, Oxford, 1973. 
^A Greek-English Lexicon, edition, ed. Liddell, Scott & Jones’ Oxford, 1996. 
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were some of the criteria which Renaissance poets used for identifying epic poetry. For 
example, Milton's Paradise Lost follows these criteria closely. Although these criteria do 
describe certain aspects of epic poetry, they were essentially a Renaissance understanding 
of Homer, which was in many ways incomplete, arbitrary and now obsolete. The problem 
with this definition is that it relies too much on subjective interpretations of content and 
imitation of superficial forms (such as catalogues of ships), while other important aspects, 
such as oral language, metre and formulaic structure were overlooked or simply not yet 
well understood. Recent breakthroughs in Homeric studies, especially Parry and Lord's 
revolutionary work on oral poetic theory in the 1930s, has prompted modem scholars to 
reconsider what should be regarded as "epic". There are various oral poetic traditions, 
such as the sub-Saharan African epics or even Hesiod's Works and Days, which are not 
necessarily long or heroic in nature, but may still be regarded as epics based on their oral 
traditional features. 
Hence, the modem literary definition of "epic" is anachronistic in both ways. It is neither 
ancient and original, nor modern and comprehensive. In fact, it is often confounded with 
the lay meaning of “epic”，which means nothing more than grandeur in scale or size. 
What we are concerned here is the definition of the literary genre of "epic". Therefore, 
before we engage into any productive discussion of the epic in China, we should first be 
careful to (1) avoid a literal interpretation of "5/7/ shi 史诗” as historical poetry; (2) 
7 In fact, there has been a controversial debate between Finnegan and Mulokozi on whether sub-Saharan 
African poetry should be counted as "epic". What concerns us here, however, is to point out the highly 
contentious and problematic nature of the current definition of "epic", so that in our ensuing discussion of 
the epic in China, we may be aware of the limitations of any one definition. For more on the debate of the 
definition of epic, see Barbara Graziosi, The Homerizon: Conceptual Interrogations in Homeric Studies, 
Homer and the Definition of Epic, http://chs.harvard.edu/publications.sec/classics.ssp. Center for Hellenic 
Studies, Washington, DC. September, 2006. 
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discern between the lay meaning of "epic" and the literary genre of "epic"; (3) ascertain 
the original meaning of "^ TTO^ " in ancient Greek as far as possible; and (4) review current 
approaches which scholars use to define and understand the "epic". 
The Original Meaning of“87W(^” 
The first appearance of the word “S7W(；” in ancient Greek texts is in the Homeric epics 
themselves. In both the Iliad and Odyssey, the word “enoq” was used to denote a “wonf,, 
“speech” or '"utterance". For example, in Iliad y 83，“sjuog” was used to describe an 
''utterance" or “speech” that Hector was about to say in the battlefield. In Odyssey |i 266, 
“£7ro(；,, was used to describe the “wonT of the blind prophet Teiresias. Although one may 
argue that in this case "eTrog" may be read as ''story of the blind prophet, it is more 
accurate to read it as "worcT or “utterance” of a deity or oracle, as is attested in 
Herodotus's Histories 1.13.2，"xoirroD TOD £N;£0(； A D S O I X E Kai oi PAOIA^sc; airrov Xojov 
ovbeva STIOISUVTO." {an utterance to which the Lydians and their kings paid no regard 
until it was fulfilled.) 
Another piece of internal evidence in reading as "woraT can be found in Odyssey 
(3 272, "oioa Keivog ssv xeXficai epyov TE ejtoq (Such a man he was for word and 
8 The Homeric texts used for our current study are based on: 
Homer. The Iliad. Translated by Murray, A T. Loeb Classical Library. Volumes 1, 2. Cambridge, MA, 
Harvard University Press; London, William Heinemann Ltd. 1924. 
Homer. The Odyssey. Translated by Murray, A T. Loeb Classical Library. Volumes 1, 2. Cambridge, MA, 
Harvard University Press; London, William Heinemann Ltd. 1919. 
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deed.) Here, ''snoq'' (word) contrasts oppositely with “epyov” (deed). This phrase is 
repeated several times throughout both the Iliad and Odyssey as a formulaic expression. 
Other common readings for “£7RO;,’ include "TsX£aai STTO;” {to keep one ’s word) in Iliad 6 
8; and "87is' aKpaavxa" {words of no effect) in Odyssey x 565 etc., all of which point to 
the reading as ''word", “utterance” and “speech”, but not as “story” or ''narrative". 
Another point worth mentioning is that Homer never refers to the songs that Achilles or 
Demodokos sing as "e^ rog". Instead, they were always described as "aoi5r|" {songs) or 
with the verb "aoi5co" {sing of...). For example, “[iriviv asiSs {sing of the wrath of 
Achilles, A 1 )，’，"asi5s KXEOI av5pcov {sing of the glory of men, 1189)，’ or "asi5siv a|i(p' 
Apsoc; (piXx3Tr|T0(； T' A(ppo5iTr|; {sing of the love between Ares and Aphrodite, 6 266)". 
''ETTOQ'' was never the direct object of "aoi6co". Homer also never uses “enoc;” in the 
plural form “sneoT, which is the common form for the later acquired sense of a complete 
story or narrative. 
It was not until Pindar and Herodotus in the and century B.C. that "sTrog" assumes 
its plural sense. For example, Herodotus describes "xa K\)7ipia STcsa" {The Cyprian verses) 
in his Histories 2.117. And Pindar in his Nemean Odes 2.2 writes "PATITOV STCEOV xa 
nokX aoi5oi" (the singers of woven verses). However, there is still no evidence that 
“eTiea” had acquired the sense of a complete story or unified narrative yet. Rather，it can 
be equally justified and even more appropriate to interpret "sTusa" as "verses", which 
explains the plural ending better. 
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The Ancients，Definition of'^F.TZog'^ 
The first and perhaps most influential of all ancient discussions on “eno(；” is Aristotle's 
Poetics. Aristotle was the first to define epic in terms of both metre and content. 
Although Aristotle's main focus is on mimesis and dramatic value, he never forgets to 
mention the epic metre as a necessary part of the epic. This is very important, as it shows 
that in ancient Greece, it was a common practice first and foremost to classify poetry by 
metre. Aristotle's Poetics was a reaction to this kind of classification. Instead, he 
favoured a classification based on object of mimesis and dramatic value. For example, he 
writes, 
"o\)5sv 58 Koivov soTiv Ho|ir|pcoi Kai EIITTSSOKXSI 7EXJ|V TO ixsxpov"^ 
{Empedocles and Homer have nothing in common save the use of meter.) 
His argument eventually forms the foundation for his judgement of the superiority of 
tragedy as a g e n r e . � Hence, we must be very careful when reading Aristotle's Poetics, as 
it was written with a purpose to establish tragedy as the psXricmc; (best) of all forms of 
poetry, a view quite prevalent during Aristotle's time, but now obsolete. What we can be 
sure of, however, is that the term "epic" was used as a widespread expression for 
describing the metrical nature of Homer before Aristotelian interpretations were 
attributed to the genre later. 
9 Aristotle's Poetics and Rhetoric (1953) London: Dent. Ch. 1, 47b 17-20. 
10 Hogen, J.C. (1973) "Aristotle's Criticism of Homer in the Poetics" Classical Philology, Vol. 68, No. 2, 
pp. 95-108. 
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In fact, the Roman scholar Quintilian (c. AD 30-100) classified poetry solely by meter 
and grouped Homer with Hesiod and Virgil with Lucretius. ^  As for their own 
interpretations on content, Quintilian and Manilius (fl. AD 14) identified various kinds of 
"epic", such as the mythological epic, the historical epic, the didactic epic, the miniature 
epic, and the comic epic.'^ The only thing that these "epics" had in common with one 
another was their metre. Hence, we can see that, although early definitions of the "epic" 
varied, one single fundamental trait of "^ TTOC" remained common to all, that is its metre or 
"ev 6718(71" (in epic meter). This phrase appears frequently in ancient discussions of the 
epic. For example, the 2"'' century Greek scholar Diogenes Laertius, among others, 
describes: 
"S8VO(pav8(； Ae^ioi) r|... ysypa(p8 5s EV E M C I KOU SKSYSIAQ KOU 
(Xenophanes son ofDexios... wrote in epic metre, also elegiacs and iambics) 
In fact, when describing the dactylic hexameter, the word “siroq” is vastly more common 
(1290 counts) than either “s《叫srpof (hexameter) (19 counts) or ''daKwXoq'' {dactyl) 
(119 counts {already including the original meaning of "finger This highly suggests 
that the phrase "ev eiteai {in epic meter�” was used as a common expression for the more 
technical term "dactylic hexameter". 
“Hainswor th , B. J. (1991) The Idea of Epic, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 138. 
12 Toohey, P. (1992) Reading Epic: An Introduction to the Ancient Narratives. London: Routledge. pp. 2-6. 
13 D.Laertius (c. AD 200) Tiie Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers, trans. C.D. Yonge, London: 
George Bell & Sons, 1895. Ch. IX, 18. 
“A Greek-English Lexicon, 9山 edition, ed. Liddell, Scott & Jones，Oxford, 1996. 
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Given such scanty use of “£扭“邓o;’，{hexameter) and ''doKwXoq'' {dactyl), there is 
reason to believe that originally the word ''errog" was a common term used to stand for a 
particular metre of poetry known as the "dactylic hexameter" used by Homer. 
Pindar, Herodotus and Aristotle all refer to the dactylic hexameter as epic hexameter. In 
addition, Greek tradition always classifies poetry first and foremost by their metre. 
Iambic, elegiac, etc. were all classified in this way from ancient times up till today. 
Whether the poem developed a secondary meaning or not, was a much later development. 
For example, it simply happened that Archilochus had an inclination to write invective 
poetry in iambic trimester, that invective poetry became associated with the iambic 
trimeter. But the iambic trimeter itself did not imply invective poetry in the first place. It 
simply meant three iambs, or three clusters of a short syllable followed by a long syllable. 
Similarly, since Homer wrote in dactylic hexameter, his poetry was classified as “epic”, 
meaning poetry done in dactylic hexameter, or six clusters of long-short-short syllables. It 
was only after Homer wrote such a long narrative in epic metre, that long narratives 
became associated with the metre known as "epic". But "epic" itself originally did not 
stand for long narratives. In fact, as we have seen, "epics" were not limited to long 
narratives, as there were also miniature epics and comic epics as mentioned by authors 
such as Quintilian and Manilius. 
Furthermore, "epic" in its original sense simply meant a ''word", “speech” or “utterance", 
as is attested in the Homeric epics themselves. The extended sense of a long narrative did 
not come into being until after Aristotle wrote his Poetics and put forward his own views 
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on epic and tragedy, which was not totally unbiased. Unlike in the Renaissance, this 
Aristotelian interpretation was also not unanimously adopted by various ancient authors. 
The only aspect of "epic" that has been widely agreed on by various ancient authors was 
their metre. Hence, based on the above review and analysis, we contend that the word 
“epic” in ancient times was merely a common and convenient expression for "dactylic 
hexameter" and was primarily a metrical qualification. 
The Greek Hexameter and the Chinese Tetrameter 
Hence, when we talk about the epic in China, one basic quality {but not the least) that 
should be counted is its metre. Therefore, the Sangiio Yanyi (三國演義）cannot be 
considered as epic poetry because of its lack of metre. Among the various styles of metre 
in the Chinese poetic tradition, the Shijing tetrameter is the closest equivalent to the 
Greek dactylic hexameter for the following reasons. First, it was the most simple and 
basic metre in the Chinese poetic tradition, with only four characters per line/^ It formed 
the basis for the later Chinese pentameter, which evolved directly from the Shijing 
tetrameter.'^ Likewise, in the Greek poetic tradition, the Homeric dactylic hexameter was 
also one of the most basic metres, which had a lasting influence on other metres such as 
the elegiac metre.^ ^ Second, the Shijing tetrameter was the most ancient, solemn and 
revered metre in the Chinese literary tradition. It was the first standardized form of metre 
used extensively in formal occasions such as celebrations (頌），apothegms (歲）， 
Although there were also other metrical lengths in the Shijing, the tetrameter was the dominant form. 
� 6 See孙立务（2006) “四言诗虚字中心说”中国韵文学刊 .第 2 0春 .第 4期 . 2 0 0 6年 1 2月 . 
3 3 - 3 5页 f o r transitional examples such as不醉且无知、终朝采其华、习习谷风兴. 
A.W. H. Adkins (1985) Poetic Craft in the Early Greek Elegists. Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, p. 74. 
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elegies, eulogies (祭）,praise poetry (贊），panegyrics (諫）,stele inscriptions 
(碑 ) a n d bronze engravings (銘）Similar ly , the epic hexameter was also 
considered the most grand and solemn meter in the Western tradition, which has been an 
object of imitation by Virgil and other Silver Age Roman poets for centuries. 
The Shijing as China，s Epic 
Understanding the Shijing tetrameter in terms of its influence on later poetry and status 
within the Chinese literary tradition leads us to Ford's (1997) argument on the definition 
of the epic. Ford (1997) points out insightfully that in our current discussion of the epic, 
there are at least two definitions being evoked. One with Homer at the head of a Western 
literary tradition that runs from Apollonius of Rhodes through Virgil, on to the 
Renaissance and beyond. The second, with equal justice, would view Homeric poetry as 
one instance of a type of traditional oral poetry to be found the world over, including 
cultures far outside the influence of the West/^ In fact, the debate on Sub-Saharan 
African epic was essentially a conflict between these two contending definitions. 
However, for the Shijing, both of these definitions can coexist without conflict because 
on the one hand the Shijing is the cardinal and cornerstone work in the Chinese literary 
and poetic tradition. On the other hand, C.H. Wang's (1974) meticulous analysis has 
proved that the Shijing at the same time belongs to an oral poetic tradition found in many 
i 8 S e e 郑水心（ 1 9 6 2 ) 四言诗的塑型 .香港中文大学联合书院学报 . 1 9 6 2 年 6 月 .第 1 期 . 1 0 - 1 4 
页. 
19 Ford, A (1997) "Epic as Genre." in/i New Companion to Homer, ed. Barry B. Powell & Ian Morris 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1997), pp. 398-416. “ 
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early cultures the world over. Hence, in the case of the Shijing, both of Ford's criteria 
for the epic are fulfilled simultaneously. 
The view that the Shijing and Homer should be compared as the respective sources of 
Chinese and Greek civilization is not new. Wu (1984) had already discussed this before.^ ^ 
A more recent discussion of this problem can be found in Wang (2001), where he 
justifies the comparison between the Shijing and Homer on the grounds that they were 
both the respective sources of Chinese and Greek literature 22 In other words, both of 
them recognized the first criterion of Ford's argument. However, the second criterion, 
which is the significance of the Shijing,s oral traditional nature, was not given as much 
attention. As we shall see, it is in this aspect that the Shijing shares the most in common 
with Homer, namely that they both share a similar traditional language, structure and 
content characteristic of an oral poetic tradition. 
2�C.H. Wang (1974) The Bell and the Drum: Shih Ching as Formulaic Poetry in an Oral Tradition. 
Berkeley: University of California Press. 
吴德安（1984)’“《诗经》和荷马史诗一一谈谈文学的民族个性”外国文学研究（武汉） 
4 月.110-115 页. 
2 2王长华（2001 )《诗论与子论》北京：学镜出版社.12-20页. 
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TWO 
The Shijing, s Epic Language 
Variants and Synonyms 
One of the most striking features when one reads the Shijing is its copious vocabulary 
and abundance of variants and synonyms. For example, there are nine different characters 
for the word beginning, “初、哉、首、基、筆、祖、元、月台、#1” ； ：、twelve 
characters for the word shore or bank, “ 岸、》、丰、干、、；#、：?眉、、；许、滨、频、>、矣、 
浦、濱” ；and four different characters for the word partner, ‘‘逑、仪、特、仇”，all 
essentially meaning the same.24 Interestingly, this abundance of forms is also found in 
Homer. In Homeric Greek, there are at least four forms for the common word house, 
“50|i0(；，’，"5co|xa", "OIKO(；" and "oiKia"; five forms for the V^  person singular genitive 
personal pronoun, "sneio", "s|i8o", "siisGev", "s|is\)", and "|I8D". Even the familiar 
infinitive ''verb-to-be" has five different forms "eivai", "e^ievai", "s|i|a8vai", "e|I8v" and 
"s^i|isv", which all mean the same. ^^  Why do both the Shijing and Homeric poems have 
such a richness of alternatives and colourful spectrum of variant forms for the same word? 
This can be explained by the traditional poetic nature of the oral language of the Shijing 
and Homer. 
夏传才（1 998 ) 《 诗 经 语 言 艺 术 新 编 》 北 京 ： 语 文 出 版 社 . 1 7 页 . 
2 4 向 J ： ( 1 9 8 7 ) 《 诗 经 语 言 研 究 》 成 都 ： 四 川 人 民 出 版 社 . 1 9 3 页 . 
25 C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon, pp. 130-134. 
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Traditional Oral Language 
Both the Shijing and Homer share an amalgamated and artificial language that comes 
from a long tradition of oral poetry handed down through time. This rich oral language 
was the result of an extended period of oral poetic accumulation, in which old forms were 
retained by tradition while new forms were added, spanning many centuries before 
settling on a stabilized text. The abundance of forms is generally taken to be a temporal 
accumulation rather than a geographical distribution. As Wang Li (王力)had pointed out, 
'7 have analyzed the 15 Guo Feng separately but found no obvious traces of dialect 
differences”及 Dobson (1968), Xiang (2001) and most scholars today also agree with 
Wang Li that the Shijing as a whole exhibits a linguistic coherency, despite its 
complicated mixture of variant forms. ^ ^ 
Likewise, the language of Homer is also a complicated admixture of Aeolic, old Ionic, 
Attic and Doric forms. However, Homer's language also exhibits a linguistic coherency 
more homogenous than it seems, as the proportion of Aeolic and Ionic words are 
maintained constant throughout the Homeric text. The existence of anomalous Arcadian 
and Cyprian forms such as "TTOTI", lao;,，，'"spTcco", and "5sv6psov" may suggest 
linguistic sources from Arcadia and Cyprus. However, it is ruled out that Homer himself 
got these words from Arcadia and Cyprus, as both districts lay outside his orbit, and he 
nowhere reproduces the essential characteristics of their dialect. Therefore, this 
2 6王力（1985)《汉语语音史》.北京：中囯社会科学出版社.11页. 
27 Dobson (1968) The Language of the Book of Songs. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, p. xxvi. 
向条(2002)〈《诗经》语文论集〉成都：四川民族出版社.35页. 
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amalgamated but linguistically coherent language can only be explained by a gradual 
accumulation of an ancient stock of words that have become fossilized and organically 
incorporated in a functional oral poetic tradition handed down by time-honoured 
generations of epic poets.^ ^ 
One of the consequences of this amalgamated oral language is that it is highly elastic, 
flexible and malleable. Both the Shijing and Homer share in this peculiarity of oral 
language. For example, In Homer variant forms abound. For instance, the participle 
'"opcov" can be written as '"opocov"; The participle "KSKlriyovrst;" has the variant form 
of "KSKX-Tj-YCOTSC;". In dative plural nouns, we find three variations for every noun, "Tioai", 
"TTOOOI" and "TioSeooi". The common word for “dog” can be written as either "K\)GI" or 
"KDveaoi". In verbs compounded with prepositions, we find the same word compounded 
both with and without apocope, such as “KamSvrjoKCov，’ and "KaxaGavs", or "KaxsPaA^X "^ 
2 9 
and “KOtPPaA^ s，，，and many other cases. 
Likewise, in the Shijing we find 爱 as a variant of 菱 as in “爱而不见，搔首跑颇。” 
(《邺风•靜女》）；o r取a s娶a s in “取妻如之何？必告父母。”（《齐风•南 
山》）and “岂其取妻’必齐之姜？” （《陈风•衡门》）；甲as狎asin 
“能不我甲。”（《卫风•究兰》）；革as革羽m “如鸟斯革。”（《小雅•斯 
干》）；乐 a s 疗 i n “可以乐饥。”（《陈风•衡门》）； 
28 C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, p. 145. 
G.S. Kirk (1962) The Songs of Homer. Cambridge University Press, p. 192. 
C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, pp. 130-134. 
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害 a s 晏 i n “害、；幹害否。”（《周南•葛覃》）；皇as医in “四囯是皇。”（《趣 
风•破斧》）；莫as暮 in “岁聿其莫。”（《唐风•蟪蟀》）；or莫as谋 in 
“秩秩大默，聖人莫之。”（《小雅.巧言》）；and f a s 育 a s in “藥子之闽斯” 
(《淑风•伐柯》） 
This phenomenon in the Chinese literary tradition has traditionally been explained as 
jiajie 1 既借，where words without a written form were substituted or "borrowed" by 
simpler words with a similar pronunciation. However, why would the Shijing poet 
borrow % to substitute for 育 as in 繁子之阅斯（� i^风•伐柯》）？ The word 育， 
being much simpler than 絮，occurs six times in all four sections of the Shijing. Why 
would the Shijing poet choose to jiajie 作支借 a more complicated character for a simpler 
one that already exists? In this and other instances, the jiajie 作支借 explanation falls short. 
In fact, many traditional Chinese scholars have complained about the confusing forms of 
the language of the Shijing. For example, Xia (1998) complains that the abundance of 
variant forms causes "great confusion" and that the abundance of jiajie 作支借 forms was a 
result of a "primitive language that fell short of words and precision" However, this 
complaint is misplaced because the Shijing belongs to oral literature and should not be 
appraised using standard literary critique based on written literature. It is also misguided 
to suggest that the Shijing falls short of words and precision. With over 2800 characters, 
夏传才（1 998 ) 《 诗 经 语 言 艺 术 新 编 》 北 京 ： 语 文 出 版 社 . 1 6 - 1 7 页 . 
‘‘ibid. 17 页. 
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how could the Shijing be short of words?�� The use of the words in the Shijing is also far 
from being imprecise. Consider the verbs for plucking,采、掇、捋、笔、孝吉、糊、 
浙子、执、秉，which are all very precise descriptions of subtle movements of the hand. 
Or consider the verbs for seeing,瞻、望、相、监、见、覯、观，which are all very 
specific manners of looking.^^ In fact, if we compare this phenomenon with Homer，an 
interesting aspect of oral poetry in the Shijing can be observed. Snell (1953)，in his 
famous study of Homeric vocabulary, points out that the words regularly used to describe 
the act of seeing，such as ''naTnaiveiv", ''depKeoOaf, ''XevaaeW, etc., all designate 
concrete operations such as “peering", “staring”, “glancing”, and so on. There is not a 
single abstract word in Homeric Greek that covers the general meaning “to see" ^^ This 
is exactly the same case in the Shijing, where 瞻、望、相、监、见、覯、观 are all 
very specific manners of seeing. Hence, if we can appreciate the language of the Shijing 
and Homer as characteristic of an early oral language, then many previously unnoticed 
aspects of Shijing scholarship may be illuminated from a Homeric perspective and vice 
versa. 
32 According to Xiang Xi, there are at least 2826 distinct characters in the Shijing. 
向备（1 987 ) 《 诗 经 语 言 研 究 》 成 都 ： 四 川 人 民 出 版 社 . 1 4 5 页 . 
“ F o r example,瞻 is to look forward or upwards;望 is to look faraway;相 is to look closely or examine; 
监 is to check and inspect;见 is to see or appeal•；觏 is to meet; and 观 is to observe or visit. 
See向条 (1997)《诗经词典》成都：四川人民出版社. 
B. Snell (1953) The Discovery of the Mind: The Greek Origins of European thought. New Yoric: Harper, 
(trans. T.G. Rosenmeyer). pp. 1-5. 
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Emphatic Particles and Xuci 虛词 
Another aspect which the Shijing and Homer both share are a category of words known 
as emphatic particles. In the Shijing, these particles are known as xuci 虚词 and were 
used extensively to add emotional nuance to the poetry or aid the completion of the meter 
or the rhyme of the line. Similarly, the Homeric poems also had a category of emphatic 
particles, such as "ycxp", “ye，’，“勿，’，"m/“, “//ev.••彻”，'>;/v", “7rep”and "TO/", which were 
used extensively throughout the Homeric epics to add nuance and emotional emphasis to 
the poetry. For example, “Kaf, was a conjunctional particle that had an intensive or 
heightening force.^ ^ A series of two "m/" formed the copulative phrase "Kai... Kaf \ such 
as "Kai T0T8 Koti vuv" (both now and then) which gives extra emphasis to the copulative 
sequence, “and now and then". This is very similar to the Shijing conjunctional formula 
“载…载…”，as in poem 245《生民》“载震载夙，载生载育。”，where the 
character 载 is repeated to give an extra emotional nuance to the copulative sequence, 
“and she became pregnant： and she dwelt retired ； and she gave birth to; and she 
nourished [ a son] ”从 
Another class of emphatic particles, known as confirmatory particles, were used to 
suggest a tone of certainty and assurance to the sentence, such as " / / ^ V " and "TO/", which 
functioned more or less like the English surely or indeed. For example in Iliad y 410， 
Odysseus says, '"wSe yap £^sp£co, Kat fii^v TSxeX^aiiEvov ecrrai." 
35 Smyth, Herbert Weir (1956) Greek Grammar. Harvard University Press, p. 650. 
36 James Legge (trans.) (1898) The Chinese Classics, Vol. 4. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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{For thus I will declare, and surely it shall be accomplished). Here, "//^v" adds a force of 
certainty and conviction to Odysseus' speech that he shall surely accomplish his task. 
"TO/", in particular, was used to confirm statements of general truth or expressions of 
personal conviction, adding an emphatic confirmatory emotion to one's speech.�？ For 
example, in Iliad A 405, TOI Ttaxfipcov iisy' djiSLVOVsc; suxOM-sO' sivat" 
{We indeed claim we are better men by far than our fathers.) Here, "to/" adds extra 
emphasis on "we" as better than our fathers. And in Odyssey p 572, "doooTEpco 
KaGtaaoa Tiapal TrupL： EIIIAXA ydp TOU" {and seat me closer to the fire ’ for I've wretched 
clothes, indeed.) "TOI" is situated at the end of the line, emphasizing Odysseus' statement 
that his clothes are "wretched indeed'. 
In fact, this is very similar to the Chinese particle 也，which also adds an emphatic 
confirmatory tone to the sentence. For example in poem 4 6 �墙有茨》“墙有茨、不可 
埽也。中奪之言、不可道也� “ ^ ^ the poet emphatically expresses his firm conviction 
that “the story of the inner chamber cannot be told indeed" Or in poem 58 � t民》“ 士 
之耽兮、犹可说也、女之耽兮、不可说也。” 39, the poet expresses a statement of 
general truth that, “When a gentleman indulges in such pleasure (romance), something 
may still be said for him; (But) when a lady does so, nothing can be said for her indeed.“ 
37 Smyth, Herbert Weir (1956) Greek Grammar. Harvard University Press, p. 669. 
38 “The tribulus grows on the wall, And cannot be brushed away. 
The story of the inner chamber. Cannot be told.“ 
James Legge (trans.) (1898) The Chinese Classics, Vol. 4. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
39 Legge translates 说 literally as '"said" here. But a more general view would be to read 说 as 脱，meaning 
“to escape” (from love), ibid. 
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Another class of particles, “5"’，and “Tzsp”, function as emotional intensifiers, adding 
exclamatory emotion to the word preceding it.4° For example, “ 'anavz&c, 811" {absolutely 
all), "Kpaxiaxoi 81]" {the very best), or “i^axsT’，axvuixsvoq Ttsp 'sxaipoD." {he fought, 
grieving greatly for his comrade. Iliad P 459), all of which enhance or intensify the word 
preceding the particle. Again, in the Shijing, both 兮 and 矣 carry a similar exclamatory 
and intensifying function. For example, in poem 55《琪奥》“’瑟兮偏]兮、赫兮口亘兮。 
有匪君子、终不可谖兮！ 41，the solemnity 瑟，dignity 僩，elegance 赫 and 
accomplishment 口亘 of the prince are all enhanced by the xuci 虚词 particle xi 兮.The 
inability to forget such a prince is emotionally intensified by the xi 兮 at the end of the 
line终不可谖兮.Or consider poem 69《中谷有接》“中谷有接，嘆其干矣°有女粃 
离，慨其叹矣。慨其叹矣，遇人之艰难矣！ ” where the dryness干,the sighs叹， 
and the “hard lot 只艮难” are all emphasized and enhanced by the particle 矣 at the end of 
the line. Hence, we can see that both the Shijing and Homer share the use of emphatic or 
xuci 虛词 particles extensively in their poetry. 
These colourful particles, while adding nuance and emotion to the poetiy, also served as 
indispensable units to fulfil the metrical requirements of oral poetry. For example,矣 
40 Smyth, Herbert Weir (1956) Greek Grammar. Harvard University Press, p. 646. 
“''How grave is he and dignified! How commanding and distinguished! Our elegant and accomplished 
prince, — Never can he be forgottenr James Legge (trans.) (1898) The Chinese Classics, Vol. 4. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 
42 “In the valleys grows the mother-wort, But scorched is it in the drier places . 
There is a woman forced to leave her husband; Sadly she sighs! Sadly she sighs! She suffers from his hard 
lot" James Legge (trans.) (1898) The Chinese Classics, Vol. 4. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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besides adding exclamatory emotion to the poetry, can also be construed as a terminal 
rhyme augment (句尾韵）as in poem 50《定之方中》“升彼虛矣’以望楚矣” to 
complete the meter and rhyme. Similarly,思、，originally meaning “thinking o f , can also 
set aside its original meaning and be used as a xiwi 虛 i司 particle to complete the meter 
and rhyme, as in “神之格思’不可度思，别可射思。“(《大雅•抑》）.As well as忌， 
as in “叔善射忌，又良御忌。抑替控忌，抑纵送忌。’’（《郑风•大叔于田》）or只，as 
in"母也天只，不谅人只。’，（《庸风•柏舟》）.43 In some cases where the line was too 
short, a combination of two xuci particles can be used to complete the meter, such as 
combining只and且to give “既亟只且！ ”（《邺风.北风》）and“其乐只且！ ”（《王风• 
君子阳阳》）or combining薄and言to give “薄言采之”（《周南•笨iO )、“薄言扫 
还”（《召南.采繁》）、or “薄言駒者”（《鲁颂•駒》）.“ Hence，we can see that the use 
of these xuci particles was very flexible and adaptable in the Shijing. 
Flexibility and Malleability of Oral Language 
This flexibility is characteristic of traditional oral poetry, as the oral poet often enjoyed 
considerable liberties to make his spoken language more malleable and elastic in order to 
suit the meter and other poetic requirements for oral improvisation. In fact, the need to 
complete the meter in oral poetry was so demanding, that in Homer, even the tense 
augment E was omitted throughout the epics wherever it was necessary. As Bowra (1930) 
had pointed out, 
向 : l : ( 1 9 8 7 ) 《诗经语言研究》成都：四川人民出版社 . 7 6 - 7 8 页 . 
4 4孙立绝（2006) “四言诗虚字中心说”中国韵文学刊 ,第 2 0卷 .第 4期 . 2 9页 . 
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"The fact remains that in the Iliad and Odyssey, there are over six thousand cases of the 
neglected augment, and this neglect is really a literary artifice employed in the interests 
of the meter. Words like 8(pspo|xriv, which scanned three shorts and a long, could be 
reduced to (pspo|xr|v, words like eXxxGov, spaXs, scpsps, which scanned as tribrachs, could 
be made into two shorts, XaQov, ^aXs, (psps,. So, too, other impossible scansions, such as 
SKSKASOVTO, SPO\)A£\)OATO, COX£KOVTO, could be reduced to fit into the hexameter ”45 
The omission of the augment shows that epic poets like Homer took considerable 
liberties with early oral language, just as Shijing poets took considerable liberties when 
using variant iorms, jiajie 作支借 words and xnci 虛 i司 particles when composing their 
poetry. Hence, if we can appreciate the oral traditional nature of the Shijing's language 
from a Homeric perspective, then previously deemed chaotic and untidy forms such as 
variant jiajie 作支借 words and confusing xiici 虛词 particles may be understood in a new 
light as flexible and malleable elements of traditional oral poetry. 
Another aspect which shows the flexibility and malleability of traditional oral language is 
that words were seldom bound by one meaning. For example, according to Duan Yucai 
段玉裁 (1735-1815 )，嘆 and 歎 should be different, with 歎 being associated with joy 
and 嘆 with sorrow. ^ However, in the Shijing, both can be used interchangeably, as in 
“。旣其嘆矣。”（《王风•中谷有接》） a n d “ 况 也 永 歎 ° ” （《小雅 .常捸》）， 
without being strictly bound by either definition. Similarly, according to the Shuowen ,歙 
is “to recite", whereas 嗜 is the sound oVblowmgwincT. However, in the Shijing this 
distinction is not made, as in “其喷也歌。”（《召南•江有、；巳》）and “条其歙 
45 C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, pp. 148-149. 
46 According to段玉裁（1735-1815)，古歎与嘆义别’歎与喜乐为类’嘆与怒哀为类。 
见《段注说文解字》王琼珊编.台北：广文书局.1 9 6 9年.歎4 1 6页；嘆6 1页. 
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矣。”（《王风•中谷有接》），both meaning the same thing. Again, according to the 
Shuowen 《说文》，管 and 萣 are two different musical instruments. However, in the 
Shijing, both are used to refer to the same musical instrument, as in “萧管备举。”《周 
颂•有瞽》）and “替篦將將。”《周颂•执兢》）. 
Hence, we can see that in early Chinese poetry, the oral poet employs a young speech 
which has not yet settled to fixed forms and uses. Likewise, in early Greek poetry, this 
flexibility is also manifest in Homer. For example, in Lesbian Greek, "/^cyv"means 
"earth" as opposed to sea, while "yoc"means "earth" in the wider sense including both 
land and sea. However, the Homeric epics show no such distinction or strictness of use 47 
In some places, it was even difficult to show a distinction between the article and the 
demonstrative, which shared the same form 'o, % TO. 
In fact, 'o, ‘"，TO was an older and more ancient form of the demonstrative before it 
gradually lost its demonstrative force and became the common article, which was a later 
development 48 In Homer, both uses are preserved side by side. Therefore, there have 
been attempts by scholars to ascertain the relative antiquity of the Iliad and Odyssey by 
statistical comparison between these two uses ,� In Shijing scholarship, there is also a 
long-standing debate on whether the five poems in the Shang Song 《商么页�were 
composed in the Shang Dynasty or in the later Song 宋 of the Chun Qiu 春秋 era. 
47 C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, pp. 130-134. 
G.S. Kirk (1962) The Songs of Homer. Cambridge University Press, p. 209. 
See Scott (1911) "Two Linguistic Tests of the Relative Antiquity of the Iliad and the Odyssey” Classical 
Philology. Vol. 6. No.2 (Apr. 1911) pp. 155-162. The general conclusion is that the Iliad and the Odyssey 
belong to the same era, but were composed much earlier than Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns. 
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Zhang (1995) insists that they are of Shang origin. While Xiang (2002) argues that they 
are likely to be of Song origin.，' Again, Homeric scholarship can shed new light on an 
old Shijing problem. 
The demonstrative 彼 in the Shijing shows similar qualities like the demonstrative 'o, 'r|, 
TO in the Homeric epics, in that it preserves both uses as a demonstrative such as in “彼 
作矣，文王康之”（《周颂•天作》）orin “彼有旨酒，又有佳殽”（《小雅•正 
月》）and its other use as an auxiliary particle without demonstrative force. In Homer, 
this auxiliary particle gradually loses its demonstrative force to become the common 







According to Xiang Xi, in all these cases above，the demonstrative force is very weak and 




向备（1 9 8 7 )《诗经语言研究》成都：四川人民出版社 . 2 9 6页 . 
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distribution of the two uses, then it is evident that the Shang Song《商么页》should not be 
earlier than other poems in the Shijing, as neither use is significantly favoured over the 
other. Hence, we agree with Xiang (2002) that the Shang Song�商么页�should be of 
Song 宋 origin. 
Summary 
From the above comparison of the language of the Shijing and Homer, it is evident that 
the Shijing and Homer share a lot in common with one another. The simplicity and 
elasticity shown both the Shijing and Homer's traditional oral language signifies that they 
were both characteristic of a young speech still developing itself in the archaic age. 
Appraising the language of the Shijing's from a traditional oral poetic perspective can 
also offer us a new angle to see the previously deemed chaotic and untidy forms such as 
variant jiajie 假借 words and confusing xuci 虛词 particles in a more objective critique 
as flexible and malleable elements of traditional oral poetry. Furthermore, if we can 
recognize the flexibility and malleability of the language of the Shijing as a form of 
traditional oral poetry which is also found in Homer, then we would not need to rely on 
the problematic definition of "epic" to base our comparison of the Shijing with Homer on. 
The flexible and coeval nature of the Shijing,s and Homer's oral traditional language 




The Shijing 's Epic Structure 
Repetition and Formulae 
When reading the Shijing and Homer, it is not difficult to notice their repetitiveness. 
There are always phrases or lines that repeat themselves once or several times elsewhere 
in the corpus. For example, consider poem 197《小弁》in the Shijing, 


































With flapping wings the crows ’ 
Come back, flying all in a flock. 
Other people all are happy, 
And I only am fit 11 of misery. 
What is my offence against Heaven ？ 
What is my crime ？ 
My heart is sad ；— 
What is to be done ？ 
The way to Zhou should be level and easy, 
But it is all overgrown with rank grass . 
My heart is wounded with sorrow， 
And I think till I feel as if pounded [all over]. 
I lie down undressed ’ and sigh continually ； 
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Through my grief I am growing old. 
My heart is sad ； 一 
It puts me in pain like a headache . 
Even the mulberry trees and the Zi, 
Must be regarded with reverence : 
But no one is to be looked up to like a father ； 
No one is to be depended on like a mother. 
Have I not a connection with the hairs [of my father] ？ 
Did I not dwell in the womb [of my mother] ？ 
0 Heaven who gave me birth ！ 
How was it at such an inauspicious time ？ 
Luxuriant grow those willows , 
And the cicadas [on them] go hui-hui. 
Deep looks the pool, 
And abundantly grow the rushes and reeds [about it], 
[But] I am like a boat adrift，~ 
Where it will go you know not. 
My heart is sad ； 一 
1 have not leisure to lie down [even] undressed. 
The stag is nmning away ’ 
But his legs move slowly. 
The pheasant crows in the moining, 
Seeking his mate. 
I am like a mined tree , 
Stript by disease of all its branches . 
My heart is sad ；— 
How is it that no one knows me ？ 
Look at the hare seeking protection ；— 
Some one will step in before and save it. 
One the road there is a dead man ； 
Some one will bury him . 
33 
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[ButJ such is the heart of our sovereign , 
That there is nothing he cannot bear to do . 
My heart is sad， 
So that my tears are falling down . 
Our sovereign believes slanders， 
As readily as he joins in the pledge cup. 
Our sovereign is unkind, 
And does not leisurely examine into things . 
The tree-fellers follow the lean of the tree ; 
The faggot-cleavers follow the direction of the grain ； 
[But] he lets alone the guilty， 
And imputes guilt to me . 
There is nothing higher than a mountain ; 
There is nothing deeper than a [great] spring. 
Our sovereign should not lightly utter his words , 
Lest an ear be laid close to the wall. 
Do not approach my dam ； 
Do not remove my basket. 
My person is rejected ；— 
Of what use is it to care for what may come after? 
The phrase ‘ 心之忧矣” (my heart is sad) is repeated exactly five times in this poem. 
Throughout the Shijing, this phrase also occurs elsewhere in eleven different poems." 
Similarly in Homer, the phrase "dAye" Ouiaco" {the pains in my heart) is also repeated at 
least ten times throughout both the Iliad and Odyssey.^^ Why is there so much 
repetitiveness present in the Shijing and Homeric poems? 
“ I n poems 26, 27, 63, 109，150, 183’ 192,197, 207,233, 264, spanning the Guo Feng, Xiao Ya and Da Ya 
sections of the Shijing. 
In Iliad 9.321, 13.670’ 16.55,18.224, 18.397; Odyssey 12.427,13.263，14.310,15.487，17.13. 
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The repetition of phrases has long been observed and commented on by scholars in the 
Chinese and Western tradition for centuries. However, commentators did not recognize 
until recently that these repetitions were actually a poetic device of the ancient singer. It 
was not until the 1930s that Parry and Lord demonstrated with definitive evidence that 
these repetitions were in fact systematic formulae used by oral poets to compose their 
poetry. 
In oral poetic performance, this kind of repetitive formulaic expression was an 
indispensable device for providing ready-made units for the oral poet's improvisation of 
poetry. Parry believed that, 
“the poet who habitually makes his poems without the aid of writing can do so only by 
putting together old verses and old parts of verses in an old way 
Hence, the basic quality of early poetry, in Parry's words, was neither primitive nor 
heroic, but oral in nature, an oral language that is distinctively formulaic and traditional. 
This formulaic repetition, on the other hand, was also helpful for the audience to listen to 
the poem with greater ease and less exhaustion of the faculties. The repetition of 
formulae meant that both the ear and the mind slackened some of their effort, and the 
listener can be momentarily rested from the continuous attention paid to listening oral 
poetry. 56 
Parry, Milman (1933) "Whole Formulaic Verses in Greek and Southslavic Heroic Poetry." Transactions 
and Proceedings of the American Philological Association LXIV: 181. 
C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, p. 88. 
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In the Homeric epics, this repetition is manifest to various degrees，from the smallest 
repetition of the epithet, such as "yXxxDKWJiK； AGi^ vri" {bright-eyed Athenaf^ to the 
repetition of a line 5' T^piyevsia (pdvri QoSoSdKTuXoq ,Hw;，，(when early-bom 
rosy-fmgered Dawn appearecff^, to the repetition of a typical scene with a whole cluster 
of verses, such as, 
"xepviPa 5’ dixcpiTtoA-og npoxocp knexeve cpepODaa 
K A I ^ i xp\)asn] U 7 I £ p dpyupeoio P^r|TO(； 
VLV|/ao0ai Tcapd Se ^saxi^v exdvuaas xpaTis^av 
GITOV 5' alSoirj TA|ILR| 7rap£0r|KS (PGPODAA 
stSaxa noXV EniQelaa xapi^o|i£vr| Tcapsovxcov" 
{A maidservant brought water for them and poured it from a splendid 
and golden pitcher, holding it above a silver basin 
for them to wash, and she pulled a polished table before them. 
A grave housekeeper brought in the bread and served it to them, 
adding many good things to it, generous with her provisions 
This exact cluster of verses appears six times in the Odyssey, with different hosts, guests, 
and locales each time. This shows that formulaic repetition in Homer was not merely a 
static duplication, but dynamically and skilfully employed to suit different contexts and 
situations. As Lord summarizes, the ancient poet's art was, “not so much in learning 
through repetition in the time-wom formidas as in the ability to compose and recompose 
57 Repeated 85 times. Statistics from The Chicago Homer Multilingual Database. 
Repeated 22 times, ibid. 
Statistics from The Chicago Homer Multilingual Database. 
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the phrases for the idea of the moment on the pattern established by the basic 
formulas. 
Formulaic Structure 
Forty years after Parry and Lord's groundbreaking analysis, C.H. Wang in his 1974 
doctoral dissertation also demonstrated that the Shijing was composed of oral formulae 
and formulaic expressions just like Homeric poetry. As in Homer, repetition in the 
Shijing is manifest to various degrees. For example, the epithet “赫赫” (awe-inspiring) 
is repeated six times with three different people，� The line “王事靡監” {there is no end 
to the king 's business) is repeated twelve times in both the Guo Feng 国风 and Xiao Ya 
小雅sections.62 The typical scene, “毋逝我梁’毋发我苟。我躬不阅，遑恤我后？” 
with its whole cluster of verses, is repeated twice in poems 35《谷风》and 197《小 
弁》， 
Just like in the Homeric epics, these formulaic repetitions were modified and employed to 
suit different contexts and situations. For example, the line 载驰载马区 may be repeated as 
a whole-verse formula, as in poems 54 and 163. But at the same time, it may also be 
flexibly modified to give the following formulaic expression, 
^ Lord, Albert B. (1960) The Singer of Tales. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, p.5. 
61 赫赫南仲 repeated 3 times in poem 168;赫赫师尹 repeated twice in poem 191;赫赫姜源 in poem 300. 
62 Repeated 4 limes in poem 162; 3 times in poem 121 and poem 169; once in poem 167 and poem 205. 
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脂 睾 ( 3 9 / 3 ) 
色 笑（299/3) 
载 寝 载 兴（128/3) 
震 夙（245/1) 
生 育（245/1) 




飞 止（183/1), (162/4) 
飞 鸣（196/4) 
- 飞 」 L扬（183/2) 
Here the formula pattern 载 A 载 B is only partially repeated, altering one or two words 
each time to suit different contexts. 
Another example of this oral flexibility can be seen in the formulae 之子于扫，which is 
repeated twelve times as a whole-verse formulae. But upon closer inspection it actually 
belongs to a larger formulaic structure shown below:''^  
“Notation following C.H. Wang (1974) The Bell and the Drum: Shih Ching as Formulaic Poetry in an 
Oral Tradition. Berkeley: University of California Press, pp. 51-53, where the first number is the traditional 
number assigned to the poem and the second number(s) denoting the stanza(s) of the poem. 
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「垣（181/2) 





L細(22/1, 2, 3) 
「裳（63/1) 
-无一带（ 6 3 / 2 ) 
服（63/3) 
-良（229/7) 
Comparing this with the Homeric case, where the noun-epithet formulae of the speaker 
and gender of the person addressed were altered to suit different contexts, then the 
striking similarities between the Shijing and Homeric formulae are manifest. 
Both works were composed by means of an oral formulaic technique characteristic of 
early oral poetry. 
y X 
TToXatuXxxc； 5lO(； 05\)008D(； (long-suffering godlike Odysseus) 
TOV {him) 6lO(； 9\)yaTTlp A(ppo5lTri {the daughter ofZeus Aphrodite) 
\ 5 r||i8iPsT eTtsixa 08a X^UKCoXsvog H p ” (the goddess white-armed Hera) 
TTIV (her) (and x replied y) a v a ^ av5pcov Aya|lS|lVCOV (the lord of men Agamemnon) 
\ (leya^ TsXxX|iCOVlO(； Axa(； {the huge Telamonian Ajax) 
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Notice the epithet "Siog" in the phrase ''Siog OSvaaevg" above. This noun-epithet phrase 
is repeated one hundred and six times throughout the two epics, and has been used by 
Parry to show that its deployment was governed by metrical rules within the formulaic 
structure shown above. In other words, Odysseus is called ''diog" not because he was 
“godlike", but simply because his name fitted the requirement of the whole metrical 
formulae "3jog-X\ where X must scan short-long-long or short-long-short, such as 
AxiXXsuc;, 05\)oa8U(；, 'DcpopPoq.'^ '^  
Artis Causa 
In recent years, however, there has been increasing criticism of this structural analysis 
which reduces every Homeric line to a metri causa and mechanical interpretation. 
Foley (1999) contends that "Swg", while indispensable in completing the meter, was also 
part of a larger oral poetic tradition, a traditional sign or “orj/m”, which points to the 
totality of the phrase within the traditional context. In this context, where the poet and his 
audience are both familiar with the Homeric register, "(5/og OSvaaevg" becomes an 
artistic unit of utterance, or one whole Homeric 'word' instead of two separate Greek 
words. This composite Homeric "word\ Foley argues, was an integral sign that drew 
upon the deeper resources of the ambient poetic tradition. Hence, ''diog Odvacrsvg" must 
be understood as a whole, as it signifies not just one quality of''godlike", hut a range of 
characteristics that the Homeric tradition assigns to Odysseus that makes him godlike. It 
is the whole ambient poetic tradition behind the word "5iO(；" that resonates with the 
^ M. Parry (1987) The Making of Homeric Verse: the collected papers ofMilman Party. (Ed. Adam Parry). 
New York: Oxford University Press, p. 10. 
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audience. Hence, "5iO(；" by itself would be difficult to translate and sometimes better left 
untranslated, instead of accepting a superficial lexical translation.^ ^ 
Another good example would be “xXcopov deoq'\ or “green f e a f , which occurs nine 
times throughout the Iliad and Odyssey. Each time this phrase fills out either the last two 
or three cola in the hexameter line. Therefore Parry would have argued that the word 
“green” was nwtri causa, or for the sake of completing the meter. However, is the word 
“green” simply for the sake of completing the meter? Or were there other artistic reasons 
for choosing the word "greew"? 
Upon closer inspection, it turns out that eight times out of these nine occurrences, 
''X^copov Seog" describes a situation where supernaturally inspired fear takes hold of a 
person or a group of people. For example, in Iliad H 479 when the Achaians and Trojans 
feast, Zeus devising evil things for both parties, thunders terribly all night long; or in 
Iliad 0 77 when Zeus sends a bad omen to the Achaians the next day; or in Odyssey X 43, 
Odysseus is seized by green fear as the shades gather to drink the blood of the sacrificed 
sheep; or in Odyssey |i 243 when Odysseus and his companions confront the sea-monster 
Charybdis. Therefore, “xXcopov Seog'' are not tM>o words signifying "fear" that is “green”, 
but one traditional "word" or unit of utterance in the Homeric register. It is a traditional 
orjIAa (sign) specially coded for superhuman and unconquerable forces beyond mortal 
65 J. M. Foley (1999) Homer's Traditional Art. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, pp. 
2 1 3 - 2 1 6 . ‘ “ “ 
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control. Should this “fe�” be merely translated as the colour “green”, then much of its 
traditional referentiality would have been lost.^ ^ 
A similar case in the Shijing where traditional referentiality is important would be the so-





天监有周 ° (《大雅•桑民》） 
实右序有周；明昭有周。（《周颂•清迈》） 
有娀方将。（《商颂•长发》） 
In all these cases above,有 acts as a citou 词头 for 商、周、and 域，which is very much 
like the epithets in Homer. Like "Sioq" or "x^copov", the citou 有 cannot be translated 
literally as “have” and is often left untranslated. Most Chinese scholars believe that 有 
商、有周、有女成 are no different from 商、周� a n d As the illustrious Qing scholar 
Wang Yinzhi (王引之)explained, "The presence of these citou was simply to complete 
the noun’，（有’语助也，一字不成词’则加有字以配之’若虞、夏、殷、周皆囯名 
^ J. M. Foley (\999) Hotner's Traditional Art. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, pp. 
2 1 6 - 2 1 7 . ‘ ‘ 
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而曰有虞、有夏、有殷、有周是也。）67 Yang (1981) also holds a similar view, but 
explains from a metrical perspective, “ ‘有’作词头’无意义，只是凑成一个节 
拍” 68. 
Inspired by Foley, we put forward a third explanation here. The use of 有，should not 
only be metri causa (for the sake of completing the meter), but also artis causa (for the 
sake of art), with 有商、有周、有城 being integral of a larger traditional arj/na (sign) 
that points to an ambient traditional poetic context. This larger 'word', with 有 attached 
in front of the tribe's name, idiomatically expresses the unstated implications of the glory 
of 有商、有周、有城 which include a range of qualities the poetic tradition attributed to 
these tribes. Hence, we argue that 有商、有周、有娀 are indeed different from 商、 
周、娀. 
The evidence for this can be shown by the phrase 实右序有周 in poem 2 7 3 �时迈》 . 
Instead of the standard tetrameter, this verse has five characters. If the epithet 有 was for 
the sake of completing the meter, then there should be no need to complete the meter here. 
In fact, it disrupts the standard tetrameter. Hence, there must be some other reason 
besides metri causa for including the epithet 有 here. Therefore we contend that the use 
of the epithet 有 was not only for the sake of the metre, but also for the sake of art, or 
artis causa. The reason why 实右序有周 is metrically warranted, is because 有周 should 
6 7王引之（1766-1834)《经传释词》上海：中华书局（1932). 72页. 
册杨伯峻（1981)《古汉语虚词》北京：中华书局.291-295页. 
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be read as one 'word', instead of two, therefore giving the standard tetrameter 实右序[有 
周]，where [有周] i s seen as one poetic unit. Or in Foley's words, one idiomatic "word" 
that serves as a traditional arjjua (sign) pointing to the ambient traditional poetic context 
in the Shijing register. 
Comparing all instances of 周 and 有周，it is clear that 有周 was used when the poetic 
context was related to heaven and religious worship. For example, in poem 15, 
“谁其尸之，有齐季女。”（《召南.采苹》），the word尸signifies that the girl from 
Qi (有齐季女）was responsible for performing some sacrificial rite. 
In poem 235，“文王在上，於昭于天，周虽旧邦，其命维新，有周不显’帝命不 
曰寸…作支哉天命，有商孙子。（《大雅.文王》）’ according to the Mao Preface, this 
poem is about King Wen receiving Heaven's mandate, as is seen by the numerous 
references to tian 天 in the poem.69 
This is flirther confirmed in poem 260，“天监有周。”（《大雅•桑民》），and poem 
273, “昊天其子之’实右序有周。”（《大雅•时迈》），where the Zhou kingdom 
is explicitly said to be “looked after” by Heaven and blessed by the God 昊天. 
6 9《毛诗序》："《文王》’文王受命作周也。”《笑》：“受天命而王天下，制立周邦° ” 
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Again, in poem 304, “有娀方将，帝立子生商° ” （《商颂•长发》），帝is the God 
of Shang. According to the Mao Preface, this poem is also about sacrificial worship.了。 
Hence, from all the cases above, it is clear that 有周 was a traditional Gr\[ia (sign) used 
when the poem was divinity-related. 
The difference between 周 and 有周 is subtle and requires an appreciation of 有周 as a 
traditional sign that points to the ambient poetic tradition of the Shijing register. Any 
attempt to isolate 有 from 周 deprives the expression 有周 of its traditional implications, 
as 有 by itself, just like or “xXcopov dsoq", cannot be understood on a literal level, 
but belonged to a larger traditional arnua (sign). Hence, although early oral poetry was 
formulaic, it was by no means mechanical and wholly metri causa, but also artis causa. 
The Role ofXuci Particles 
In a recent paper by Sun (2006), the use of xuci 虛词 particles in the Shijing has also 
been explained from an artis causa perspective. Sun argues that the use of xuci 虛 i司 in 
the Shijing is not wholly due to metri causa, but more so because of its unique role in 
serving as traditional arjjuaTa (signs) that draw upon a larger ambient poetic tradition. He 
points out that almost all formulaic patterns in the Shijing use xuci 虛 i司 as structural 
elements to compose the poetic line. For example, 
《毛诗序》：“《长发》’大稀也•"”《笑》：“大褅’郊祭天也••” 
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f 优 " I 「摄 
有章 莫 
维 其 一 嘉 — — 矣 or 言 采 其 一 桑 
L 高 」 芽 
L菖 
The main difference between the later Wei-Jin 魏晋 tetrameter verses from the original 
Shijing tetrameter verses is that the use of xuci gradually declines. For example, in a 
famous poem written in tetrameter verse by 秘康（223-262 A. D.),《赠秀才入军》，he 







Sun explains that this is because by the time of the Wei-Jin 魏晋，the Shijing oral poetic 
tradition had already been lost. Hence, the technique of using xuci as traditional oral 
constituents 虛字结才句 in the Shijing�s formulaic structure also faded a w a y T h e metre 
remained, but the xuci were gone. 
”孙立绝（2006) “四言诗虚字中心说”中国韵文学刊 .第 2 0春 .第 4期 . 2 5 - 3 6页 . 
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This explanation sees the xiici 虚词 particles in a fresh new light, as constituents of a 
traditional oral formulaic pattern artis causa, instead of merely metrical units called in to 
complete the line mechanically, xuci in the Shijing context, points to a larger ambient 
poetic tradition, or a unique way of speaking within the traditional Shijing register. 
Again, this is an excellent example of how current research from Homeric studies can 
offer new and exciting perspectives on Shijing scholarship. 
Summary 
Based on our above analysis of the Shijing and Homer's oral formulaic structure, it is 
evident that within the Chinese poetic tradition, only the Shijing qualifies as poetry 
characteristic of an oral poetic tradition. The Chu Ci《楚辞》，another close contender of 
China's epic, falls short of a structural repetitive formulae and a flexible oral formulaic 
structure. Hence, we contend that the Shijing, in terms of its traditional oral poetic 
structure, is the closest equivalent to the Homeric epics. 
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FOUR 
The Shijing,s Epic Content 
Archaic Content 
Both the Shijing and Homer have traditionally been regarded as encyclopaedias because 
their content is so wide-ranging that almost every aspect of early archaic society can be 
found depicted in the poems. For example, poems about love, courtship, marriage, 
agriculture, sacrifices, war, politics, religion and philosophy can all be found in the 
Shijingii Likewise, the Homeric epics also comprise a pantheon of gods, mythology, war 
and gloiy, love and marriage, wisdom and philosophy. But most interestingly is that, both 
oral poetic traditions, being so far separated from each other geographically, show a 
multitude of similarities. 
When reading the Shijing and Homer, it is not surprising to notice the multitude of 
similarities that both texts share in terms of content. For example, the detailed depiction 
of sacrificial rites, the recurring themes of war and honour, and an abundance of plant 
and animal descriptions. This can be explained by the fact that both the Shijing and 
Homer were composed in the same historical period around the or century , 
which was a period before writing was invented, and Greek and Chinese civilization were 
still in their early stages. Therefore, a lot of commonalities can be found in both oral 
traditions reflecting the early archaic nature of Chinese and Greek culture and society. 
7 2周楊馥（1998)《诗经选》三联书店（香港）4-5页. 
73 The Shijing is commonly dated from the Zhou Dynasty (1027-771 BC) to the Spring & Autumn Period 
(770-476 BC). Whereas the Iliad and Odyssey are dated "to the or century B.C. 
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Sacrificial Rites 
Both the Shijing and Homer devote many lines of poetry to detailed description of 
sacrificial rites to the gods. For example, in poem 210《信南山》，the scene of winter 





















(Yes, [all about] that southern hill, 
Was made manageable by Yu. 
Its plains and marshes being opened up, 
It was made into fields by the distant descendant. 
We define their boundaries, we form their smaller divisions, 
And make the acres lie, here to the south, there to the east. 
The heavens over head are one arch of clouds, 
Snowing in multilndinous flakes . 
There is superadded the drizzling rain. 
When [the land] has received the moistening, 
Soaking influence abundantly, 
It produces all our kinds of grain. 
The boundaries and smaller divisions are nicely adjusted, 
And the millels yield abundant crops, 
The harvest of the distant descendant. 
We proceed to make there with spirits and food, 
To supply our representatives of the dead, and our guests;— 
To obtain long life, extending over myriads of years. 
In the midst of the fields are the huts, 
And along the bounding divisions are gourds. 
The fruits is sliced and pickled, 
To be presented to our great ancestors, 
That their distant descendant may have long life, 
And receive the blessing of Heaven. 
We sacrifice [first] with pure spirits, 
And then follow with a red bull; 
Offering them to our ancestors. 
[Our lord] holds the knife with tinkling bells, 
To lay open the hair of the victim, 
And takes its flesh and fat. 
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Then we present, then we offer; 
All round the fragrance is diffused. 
Complete and brilliant is the sacrificial service; 
Grandly come our ancestors. 
They will reward [their descendant] with great blessing,— 
Long life, years without end.乃) 
In this poem, we can observe several aspects of sacrificial worship in early Zhou society. 
For example, the use oi''clear spirits"(祭以清、酒），the sacrifice of the “red hulF (.醉牡)， 
the detailed description of the “knife with tinkling bells” (執其•驚刀）and the course of the 
slaughter (lay open the hair of the victim, and take its flesh and fat.以啟其毛，取其血 
膂)，ending with the diffusion of the fragrance of roasted meat (是桑是享，芯 芬芬). 
Comparing this with a sacrificial scene in the Odyssey y 447-463, 
A U X D P £ 7 1 8 L Q ' S U ^ A V T O KTTL O U X O X ^ T O K； T L P O P D A X D V T O 
auTiKa N£cn:opo(； dloc; U7r£p0\)|io(； 0paoD|i]^ 5ri(； 
i^ Axxaev dyxi oxdc; nE'ke,KX)q 5' d7i£K0\|/8 xEvovrac, 
auxevLouc; A u^osv 6E PO6(； |4.£VO(； at 6' 
9l)YaT£pE(； TS VUOL TS KttL alSoiTI TiapaKOlTK； 
Neoxopoc; EupD5iKT| Tcpecpa K>.d|i£voio G-uyatpcov 
OL |i£V ETTSIT' dvE?i6vT8(^  oino %Qov6q eupDoSeirj^ 
£aXOV dxdp ocpd^sv FIsiaLCTTpaTOc； 6pxa|iO(； dv5pcov 
Tf\c, 5' £7csL £K |jiX<av al[xa QUT) X-iTie 5' ooxea 0D|J.6C; 
ai\|/' dpa |iLV 5i£x£'oav D(pap 6' £K |ir|pia xdiivov 
ndvxa Kaxd |ioIpav Kaxd T8 KVLCTI] EKaXv\\fav 
75 The translations I use in this essay are from James Legge's The Chinese Classics, Vol. IV, (Rpt. Hong 
Kong, 1939). ‘ 
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SLTiTUxa 7ROU]AAVT8(； ETC' auxcov 5' cb|io0£Tr|oav 
Kotls 5 ' £7IL Y G P � V kni 5 ' ATGOTIA OLVOV 
Afips v£oi be Trap' auxov £xov 7rs|J7iw|3o人a xspoLV 
auxdp £7isi Kaxd jiT^ p' £Kdr| Kat Gnhxy/y' Endoavio 
FILGTUXXOV T' dpa T’ dXXa Kai d|i(p' 人olcnv £7isipav 
COTTTCOV 5 ' AKPO7R6PO\)(； 6PSA-0U(； £v xepatv E^OVTS;. 
(Now when all had made prayer and flung down the scattering barley, 
Thrasymedes, the high-hearted son of Nestor, standing 
close up, struck, and the ax chopped its way through the tendons 
of the neck and unstrung the strength of the cow, and now the daughters 
and daughters-in-law of Nestor and his grave wife Emydike, 
eldest of the daughters ofKlymenos, raised the ontay. 
They lifted the cow from earth of the wide ways, and held her 
fast in place, and Peisistratos, leader of men, slaughtered her. 
Now when the Mack blood had run out, and the spirit went from 
the hones, they divided her into parts, and cut out the thigh bones 
all according to due order, and wrapped them in fat, 
making a double fold, and laid shreds offlesh upon them. 
The old man burned these on cleft sticks and poured the gleaming 
wine over, while the young men with forks in their hands stood about him. 
But when they had burned the thigh pieces and tasted the vitals, 
they cut all the remainder into pieces and spitted them, 
and roasted all carejidly and took off the pieces./^ 
76 The translations I use in this essay are from Richmond Lattimore's Iliad and Odyssey. 
Laltimore, Richmond (1951) The Iliad of Homer. University of Chicago Press. 
Lattimore, Richmond (1967) The Odyssey of Homer. Harper & Row Publishers Inc. 
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The similarities between the two passages are manifest. Both used cattle for sacrifice, 
both described in detail the course of slaughter and both involved the pouring of wine and 
the roasting of meat. In the above passage a Po6(； (cow) was used, while a 牡（bull) was 
used in the Shijing. However, there are also many cases where the bull was used for 
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sacrifice in Homer，especially in hecatombs. For example, in the Iliad A 315-316， 
£p5ov 5' AtioX^covi TsX,T|£coa(； £KaT6|j.|3a(； 
xaupcov 6' alycov napd 0LV' dXoq cupiyyexoio 
(Then they accomplished perfect hecatombs to Apollo, 
of bulls and goats along the beach of the barren salt sea.) 
Here, Homer describes the use of both xavpcov S'aiyd}v (bulls and goats) for the sacrifice 
of the hecatomb. Compare this with the Shijing poem 209《楚茨》， 
絮爾牛羊，以往療嘗。 
(The oxen and sheep all pure , 
We proceed to the winter and autumnal sacrifices.) 
where both 牛羊{oxen and sheep, without specifying sex) were also used for the 療嘗 
{winter and autumnal sacrifice). 
In fact, not only is the sacrificial animal the same, but the description for the sacrificial 
cattle is also the same. For example, in the Odyssey 353-365, 
77 For example see also Iliad B 402 "But Again enwon the lord of men dedicated a fat ox five years old to 
Zeus, all-powerful son of Kronos," and 410 "They stood in a circle about the ox and took up the scattering 
barley; and among them powerful Agameimion spoke in prayer” 
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auTiKtt 5' HsAioio podrv EXoicavieq dpLaxa^ 
£yYi30sv ou ydp x i ]^ veoq KuavoTipcopoio 
(3oCTK£aKov0' eXiKsq K a h x i Pose; 8UpD|i£T(D7ioi 
auxdp £7TSi Q' su^avTO Ka[ Eocpa^av KaL eSsipav 
(They at once drove off the best of the cattle of the sun 
from nearby, for not far from our dark-prowed ship 
the fine broad-browed curved-horned cattle were grazing. 
...Then after they prayed, they slaughtered and skinned them) 
The cattle in Homer are described as eXixeq ^ osg {curved-homed cattle). Whereas in 
Shijing poem 291�良相》，the bull is described as 有梂其角(with crooked horns). 
殺時椁牡，有梂其角。 
([Now] we kill this black-muzzled tawny bull, 
With his crooked homs) 
However, the most striking resemblance between sacrifice in Homer and the Shijing is 
the attention paid to details in describing the violent procedure of the slaughter. For 
example, in the above poem 210《信南山》the slaughter is described as, 
以敌其毛，取其血膂 
(to lay open the hair of the victim, and take its flesh and fat). 
In poem 209�楚茨》， the skinning of the animals and the arrangement of meat is also 




The oxen and sheep all pure , 
We proceed to the winter and autumnal sacrifices. 
Some skin [the victims] ； some boil [their flesh]； 
Some arrange [the meat] ； some adjust [the pieces of it]. 
Compare this with the Iliad, A 459-461，where the skinning of the animal and the 
arrangement of meat, such as laying shreds of flesh upon the fat, is also described in 
detail, 
auepuoav niv Tip coxa Kai eocpa^av Kat eSsipav 
|IRIPOU(； T’ E^EXAJIOV K A R A i s KVLGI] EKdXx>\\iav 
StTTTDxa 7rou]oavTS(； £71' auxcov 5' cb|io0£TR|oav 
(first they drew back the victims' heads and slaughtered them and skinned them, 
and cut away the meat from the thighs and wrapped them in fat, 
making a double fold, and laid shreds offlesh upon them.) 
Given the nature of the Shijing to be elliptical when describing violence?^, it is unusual 
that the details of the course of sacrificial slaughter should be described with such gory 
detail. This may only be explained by the notion that violence contained within ritual is 
considered to be acceptable, as has been discussed in Homeric sacrifice.^^ 
78 C.H. Wang (1988) From Ritual to Allegory: Seven essays in early Chinese poetry. Hong Kong: Chinese 
University Press, pp. 61-70. 
Richard Seaford (1989) "Homeric and Tragic Sacrifice" Transactions of the American Philological 
Association (1974-)，Vol. 119’ p. 89. 
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Another aspect that both the Shijing and Homer share is the use of wine for sacrifice. For 
example, in poem 239《旱麓》，清酒(clear spirits) were prepared for the sacrifice. 
清酒既載，辟牡既備。 
以享以祀，以介景福° 
(His clear spirits are in vessel ； 
His red bull is ready ；— 
To offer, to sacrifice , 
To increase his bright happiness.) 
Compare this with the Odyssey y 459-460, which also describes the pouring of alOona 
olvov {gleaming wine) onto the roasting meat on cleft sticks, 
K a l s 5' £711 Y£pcov £7tL 5' a'teoTia OLVOV 
X£l(3s v£oi 6£ Trap' amov £xov 7i8|a.7ra)po>ia xspoLV. 
(The old man binned these on cleft sticks and poured the gleaming 
wine over, while the young men with forks in their hands stood about him.) 
Again, sacrificial roasting of meat is observed in both the Shijing and Homer. For 









(And how as to our sacrifices [to him]? 
Some hull [the grain J; some take it from the mortar; 
Some sift it ； some tread it. 
It is rattling in the dishes; 
It is distiUed，and the steam floats about. 
We consult; we observe the rites of purification; 
We lake southernwood and offer it with the fat; 
We sacrifice a mm to the Spirit of the path; 
We offer roast flesh and broiled: 一 
And thus introduce the coming year. 
We load the stands with the offerings, 
The stands both of wood and of earthenware . 
As soon as the fragrance ascends, 
God, well pleased, smells the sweet savour. 
Fragrant is it, and in its due season!) 
Notice that both traditions include the use of grain for invocation in sacrifice. For 
example, in the above poem,或春或揄，或簸或媒。釋之变变，桑之浮浮。 
(Some hull [the grain]; some take it from the mortar; Some sift it; some tread it. 
It is rattling in the dishes; It is distilled, and the steam floats about.) 







以 為 酒 食 、 以 響 以 祀 。 
(Thick grew the tribulus [on the ground] ’ 
But they cleared away its thorny bushes. 
Why did they this of old ？ 
That M>e might plant our millet and sacrificial millet; 
That our millet might be abundant, 
And our sacrificial millet luxuriant. 
When our bams are full, 
And our stacks can be counted by tens of myriads， 
We proceed to make spirits and prepare viands, 
For offerings and sacrifice.) 
Whereas in Homer, the grain used for sacrifice is always barley, 
auxdp £7isL Q' eu^avTO KaL ouXoxurac; TipopdXovTO. 
(Now when all had made prayer and flung down the scattering barley) 
This phrase is repeated thrice as a whole-verse formula throughout the Homeric epics 
every time before an animal was sacrificed 卯 And every time the grain used was barley, 
only except in Odyssey |i，when there was no barley available nearby. 
如 In Iliad A 458，Iliad B 421 and Odyssey y 447. 
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Another interesting similarity between Zhou sacrifice and Homeric sacrifice is the 
offering of fat to the gods. For example, in the above Shijing poem, it is described, 
取 蕭 祭 脂 ° 取 叛 以 軚 。 
載播載烈。以興嗣歲。 
(We take southernwood and offer it with the fat; 
We sacrifice a ram to the Spirit of the path; 
We offer roast flesh and broiled:— 
And thus introduce the corning year.) 
Whereas in Homer, fat was customarily used to wrap meat and consecrate to the gods, as 
in/ / /W A 460-461， 
|IR|poi3<; T' £ ^ £ T A ^ O V K A X D XE KVLOI] £KAX-\)\|/av 
SlTTTUXa 71011)CTaVTS; £7L' TTUTCOV 5' CO|IO0£TR|OaV 
(and cut away the meat from the thighs and wrapped them in fat, 
making a double fold, and laid shreds of flesh upon them.) 
When the whole sacrifice comes to completion, the poem usually ends with the fragrance 
of roasted meat ascending to heaven, as in Shijing poem 245《生民》 
其香始升，上帝居飲。胡臭亶時！ 
(As soon as the fragrance ascends, 
God, well pleased, smells the sweet savour. 
Fragrant is it, and in its due season ！) 
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And in poem 209《楚茨》， 
5^芬孝祀，神嗜飲食。 
(Fragrant has been your filial sacrifice, 
And the Spirits have enjoyed your spirits and viands.) 
Or in p o e m 2 1 0《信南山》， 
是 桑 是 享 ， 芯 芬 芬 。 
(Then we present, then we offer; 
All round the fragrance is diffused.) 
Whereas in the Iliad A 317, 
Kvicrrj 5' oupavov LKSV £A.ICCTO|I£vr| TiEpL KaTcvcIj. 
(The savour of the burning swept in circles up to the bright sky.) 
Hence, from beginning to end, the similarities between Zhou sacrifice and Homeric 
sacrifice are manifest. Starting from the use of grain, to the skinning and slaughter of the 
animal, to the burning of fat, the pouring of wine, and ending with the fragrance of roast 
meat rising up to the sky, both traditions show an unusual coincidence of similarities with 
respect to sacrifice. This can only be explained by the fact that this kind of sacrificial 
content is characteristic of an archaic age when early Greek and Chinese society were 
still in a very early stage in their civilization^ Being both passed down from an oral 
tradition, the Shijing and Homeric poems were thus able to keep record of these far-
distant memories of early Greek and Chinese civilization. 
81 R.K. Yerkes (1953) Sacrifice in Greek and Roman Religions and early Judaism. 
New York: Scribner. pp. 8-68. 
傅亚庶（ 2 0 0 5 )《中囯上古祭祀文化》第二版 .北京市：高等教育出版社 . 3 0 3 - 3 1 7页 . 
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War, Honour and Glory 
Another important aspect which the Shijing and Homer both share in terms of content is 
war. In early society, war was a major part of life. The ability to defend your people was 





Oh ！ great wast thou , O king Wu , 
Displaying the utmost strength in thy work. 
Truly accomplished was king Wen , 
Opening the path for his successors. 
Thou did'sl receive the inheritance from him ； 
Thou did'st vanquish Yin , and put a stop to its cruelties ；-
Effecting the firm establishment of thy merit. 
The accomplishment of King Wu's vanquishing of Yin and putting a stop to its cruelties 
(胜殷遏刘）is praised as opening the path for his descendants (克开厥后）.This 
association of martial valor (武功）with the forthcoming prosperity of descendants is also 










They come fid] of harmony ； 
They are here , in all gravity ；--
The princess assisting， 
While the Son of Heaven looks profound. 
'While I present [this] noble bull, 
And they assist me in setting forth the sacrifice， 
0 great and august Father, 
Comfort me , your filial Son ！ 
With penetrating wisdom thou did'st play the man , 
A sovereign with the gifts both of peace and war, 
Giving rest even to great Heaven , 
And ensuring prosperity to thy descendants • 
'Thou com forte St me with the eyebrows of longevity ; 
Thou makest me great with manifold blessings . 
1 offer this sacrifice to my meritorious father, 
And to my accomplished mother.‘ 
Here, the phrase 克昌厥后{ensuringprosperi ty to thy descendants) closely follows 
文武乡焦后{a sovereign with the gifts both of peace and war), suggesting that martial 
valor was a necessary prerequisite for the prosperity of one's descendants. Compare this 
with the Odyssey co 30-33, 
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cbg 0(psA^(； Tifxfjt; d7i0VT^|i8V0(； r\(； 7i8p OLvaGcseq 
Si^ LXCF) £vi Tpcocov Gdvaxov K A I 7I6T|J.OV £7IIO7R8LV 
TO) Ksv TOL TU|ipov | I £ V STTOLTJOAV IlavaxaioL 
R ) 5 £ K 8 KTTL GO) 7RAI6L [iiya KXEOC, f]pa' OTTLGOCO 
(How I wish that, enjoying that high place of your power, 
you could have met death and destiny in the land of the Trojans. 
So all the Achaians would have made a mound to cover you, 
and yon would have won great glory for your son hereafter.) 
In this passage, Achilles exclaims that the greatest glory for Agamemnon would be to die 
fighting in Troy and therefore win great glory for his son thereafter (aw TiaiSL p,£ya 
KXfoc; T]pa' OTTLoaco). Hence, w e can see in both the Shijing a n d Homer, w a r was n o t 
only for the sake of one's own survival, but also for one's descendants' survival, 





于昭于天 °皇以间之 ° 
There is peace throughout our myriad regions; 
There has been a succession of plentifidyears :— 
Heaven does not weary in its favour. 
The martial king Wu， 
Maintained [the confidence off his officers， 
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And employed them all over the kingdom, 
So securing the establishment of his Family. 
Oh ！ glorious was he in the sight of Heaven , 
Which kinged him in the room [of Shang]. 
Here, King Wu is praised for his ability to maintain his officers (保有厥士) and secure 
the establishment of his family (克定厥家）.Therefore his gloiy and fame goes up to the 
sky (于日召于天）.In the Iliad 0 192, Nestor is also described as， 
N8crTop£r|v Tf)(； vOv KA£0(； oupavov LKSI 
(Nestor, whose high fame goes up to the sky now) 
It is interesting to note that both the Shijing and Homer describe fame and glory as 
reaching the sky. In fact, fame and good reputation are common themes found in both the 
Shijing and Homer. The expression 德音 recurs in eleven poems referring one's 
reputation.82 For example, in poem 161 鹿鸣，the host praises his guests' great reputation, 
我有嘉宾’德音孔昭。 
(I have here admirable guests ； 
Whose virtuous fame is grandly brilliant.) 
In poem 278 振鹭，the guests' reputation is described as lasting forever (以永终誉). 
^ In poems 29《日月》，35《谷风》，83《有女同车》，128《小戎》，160《狼级》，161《鹿 
鸣》，172《南山有台》，218《車睾》，m《隅桑》，241《皇矣》，249《假乐》. 
Besides 德、音，警 and 令闻 are also common terms for reputation, recurring six times and three times in 






A flock of egrets is flying, 
About the marsh there in the west. 
My visitors came ’ 
With an [elegant] carriage like those birds. 
There , [in their States] ’ not disliked ; 
Here ’ [in Zhou] ’ never tired of;— 
They are sure , day and night， 
To penetrate their fame 
Whereas in Homer, fame is celebrated as KXEOQ in over thirty passages throughout the 
Iliad and Odyssey！^"^ For example in the Odyssey y 203-204, 
OL A x a i o i OLOODOI Kkioq eupu Ka�£cycK)|a€voimv doiSi^v 
(the Achaians will carry his glory far and wide, a theme for the singers to come) 
The phrase，1^5' iva |xlv icAio; £o0Xov kv dvGpcoTioiciv £xi]aiv 
(so that among people he may win a good reputation.) 
appears twice in the Odyssey, where the goddess Athene urges Telemachos to win a good 
reputation among his people.^^ 
^ Here James Legge translates 以永终警 as “to penetrate their fame". But a more literal translation would 
be "to make their fame forever (永)and always (终).” 
^ The word icAiog appears 36 times in both the Iliad and Odyssey. 
Statistics from The Chicago Homer Multilingual Database. 
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Likewise in the Shijing 235《文王》，King Wen's fame and reputation is praised as 
without end (令闻不已)， 
銮査文王、令闻不已。 
(Full of earnest activity was King Wen , 
And his fame is without end.) 




('Full of dignity and majesty [are they], 
Like a jade-mace [in its purity], 
The subject ofpraise，the contemplation of hope . 
O happy and courteous sovereign , 
[7}i rough them J the four quarters [of the kingdom] are guided by you .) 
Hence, we can see in early Greek and Chinese society, fame and reputation were 
important aspects of social life. Being handed down from an oral poetic tradition, these 
archaic values became common themes for oral poetry shared by both the Shijing and 
Homer. 
The Odyssey a 95 and y 78. 
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Nature, plants and animals 
Another aspect which the Shijing and Homer both share in terms of content is their 










(I am going to gather the dodder, 
In the fields ofMei. 
But of whom are my thoughts? 
Of that beauty, the eldest of the Jiang. 
She made an appointment with me in Sangzhotig; 
She will meet me in Shanggong; 
She will accompany me to Oishang. 
I am going to gather the wheat, 
In the north ofMei. 
But of whom are my thoughts? 
Of that beauty, the eldest of the Yi. 
She made cm appointment with me in Sangzhong; 
She will meet me in Shanggong; 
She will accompany me to Oishang. 
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/ am going to gather the mustard plant,, 
In the east ofMei. 
But of whom are my thoughts? 
Of that beauty, the eldest of the Yong. 
She made an appointment with me in Sangzhong; 
She will meet me in Shanggong; 
She will accompany me to Oishang.) 
This is a simple love poem about a boy dating a girl. However, each stanza opens by 
mentioning different plants such as 唐 dodder,麦 wheat and 絲 mustard plant. This style 
of composition is very common in the Shijing and is traditionally referred to as xing 兴. 
The poets' natural environment, such as plants, animals and natural scenery, are evoked 
to initiate poetry in this mode of composition in the Shijing. Likewise, in poem 167《采 
摄》，the growth of a plant, the thom-fern 摄，is used to characterize the passage of time 






























(Let us gather the thorn-fetns , let us gather the thorn-fems ; 
The thorn-ferns are now springing up. 
When shall M>e return ？ When shall we return ？ 
It will be late in the [next] year. 
Wife and husband will be separated， 
Because of the Xian-yim . 
We shall have no leisure to rest ’ 
Because of the Xian-yim . 
Let us gather the thom-ferns, let us gather the thom-ferns ； 
The thorn-ferns are now tender. 
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When shall we retnm ？ When shall we return ？ 
Our hearts are soirowjiil ; 
Our hearts are sad and sorrowful ; 
We shall hunger, we shall thirst. 
While our service on guard is not finished ’ 
We can send no one home to enquire about our families . 
Let us gather the thom-ferns，let us gather the thom-ferns ; 
The thorn-ferns are now hard. 
When shall we return ？ When shall we return ？ 
The year will he in the tenth month . 
But the king's business must not be slackly performed ； 
We shall have no leisure to rest. 
Our sorroM'ing hearts are in great distress ； 
But we shall not return from our expedition . 
What is that so gorgeous ？ 
It is the flowers of the cherry tree. 
What carnage is that ？ 
It is the carriage of our general. 
His war carnage is yoked ； 
The four steeds are strong. 
Dare we remain inactive ？ 
In one month we shall have three victories. 
The four steeds are yoked, 
The four steeds , eager and strong ；--
The confidence of the general, 
The protection of the men . 
The four steeds move regularly, like wings ；— 
There are the bow with its ivoiy ends, and the sealskin quiver. 
Shall we not daily warn one another? 
The business of the Xian-yun is very urgent. 
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At first, when we set out, 
The willows were fresh and green ; 
Now , when we shall be returning, 
The snow will be falling in clouds. 
Long and tedious will be our marching ； 
We shall hunger ； we shall thirst • 
Our hearts are wounded with grief, 
And no one knows our sadness.) 
In the above poem, the passage of time is reflected in the growth of the thorn-fern 薇 
from springing up (摄亦作止）’ to becoming tender (摄亦柔止）and finally, having 
become full grown, to becoming hard (摄亦岡'J 止）.This close observation of nature 
resonates with Confucius's comments for t\\e Shijing, “诗’可以兴，可以观，可以 
群’可以怨。迩之事父，远之事君。多识于鸟兽草木之名。” 8 6 
In fact, in the Shijing alone, there are over one hundred and twelve different animal 
names and over one hundred and sixty different plant names mentioned.^^ This is a huge 
number when compared to other ancient texts. 
Likewise, in Homer, there are also many animals and plants mentioned. For example, 
QQ 
over fifty botanical names are recorded throughout the two epics. As for animals, sixty 
^ “The Odes serve to stimulate the mind. They may be usedfor purposes of self-contemplation. They 
teach the art of sociability. They show how to regulate feelings of resentment. From them you learn the 
more immediate duty of serving one's father, and the remoter one of serving one's prince. From them we 
become largely acquainted with the names of birds, beasts, and plants.” 




two different names for specific animals are found in the Iliad and Odyssey.豹 Trees, 
animals and plants were used extensively to describe action and illustrate the landscape in 
Homer. For example, in Odyssey r| 112-116, the garden of Alcinous is described with 
great detail for its abundance of fruit trees, 
£KTOCT08V 5' avXf\q [iiyaq opxaxoq ayxi 0\)pdcov 
T8TpdYl)0(； Tispl 5' £pKO^ £X,l]X,aTai djI(pOT£pCO08V 
£v0a de devbpea [laKpd 7t8(puKsi Tr|X£9dovTa 
oyxva i Ktti QouxL Kat |ir|Aiai dyXxxoKapTioi 
C N J K £ A I T8 yA - \ )K8PAI K A I gXjaiai TR|X£06cooai 
(On the outside of the courtyard and next the doors is his orchard, 
a great one, four land measures, with a fence driven all around it, 
and there is the place where his fruit trees are grown tall and flourishing, 
pear trees and pomegranate trees and apple trees with their shining 
fruit, and the sweet fig trees and the flourishing olive.) 
In Iliad n 482-489, when Sarpedon is struck down by Patroclus, Homer describes his fall 
with an extensive display of animals and plants, 
f]pi7rs 6' cbq OT£ Tiq 6pU(^ i p u i s v 1] dxspcoL^; 
T]£ 71LT\)(； PA-C09PI] TT^V T’ O U P S A I T£KTOVS(； DV5PS(； 
£^£TaHOV 7l8^K800l VST^KSai VlYtOV SLVttl 
o3(； 6 TTpOoG* ITCTCOOV Kttl 5l(ppO\) KSLTO TaV\)O08L(； 
甜 Edward S. Forster (1936) "Trees and Plants in Homer" Tke Classical Review, Vol. 50’ No. 3 (Jul., 1936), 
p. 98. 
^ Julius Sachs (1886) "Notes on Homeric Zoology" Transactions of the American Philological Association 
(1869-1896), Vol. 17. (1886), p. 17. 
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Kovioq 5s6paY|x£vo(； aL|iaTO£ocrrig 
t^Ots x a u p o v £7i8(pv8 >c£cov dy£X,r|(pi nsTS?b0a)v 
aiGcova |i£YD9\)|^ov £v SIA-UI65SOGI Posaoi 
d)X£TO T 8 CTTSVDXCOV UTLO 丫01|1(|)”间01 ^ £ O V T O ( ^ 
(He fell, as when an oak goes down or a white poplar 
or like a towering pine tree which in the mountains the carpenters 
have hewn down with their whetted axes to make a ship timber. 
So he lay there felled in front of his horses and chariot, 
roaring, and clawed with his hands at the bloody dust; or as 
a blazing and haughty hull in a huddle of shambling cattle 
when a lion has come among the herd and destroys him 
dies bellowing under the hooked claws of the lion.) 
Here, the fall of Sarpedon is likened to an oak, a white poplar or a pine tree being fell 
down by mountain carpenters. The death struggle of Sarpedon is likened to a bull 
amongst cattle being destroyed by the Ya|X(pr|X-ii)oi Xioynoq {hooked claws of the lion). 
This great attention paid to nature, plants and animals is another aspect which the 
Homeric poems share with the Shijing in terms of content. 
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Digressions 
However, one of the most odd and intriguing content that the Shijing shares with Homer 



































(With flapping wings the crows ’ 
Come back, flying all in a flock. 
Other people all are happy, 
And I only amfiill of misery. 
What is my offence against Heaven ？ 
What is my crime ？ 
My heart is sad ；— 
What is to be done ？ 
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The way to Zhou should be level and easy， 
But it is all overgrown with rank grass. 
My heart is wounded with sorrow , 
And I think till I feel as if pounded [all over] • 
I lie down undressed, and sigh continually ; 
Through my grief I am growing old. 
My heart is sad ；— 
It puts me in pain like a headache . 
Even the mulberry trees and the Zi， 
Must be regarded with reverence : 
But no one is to be looked up to like a father ； 
No one is to be depended on like a mother. 
Have I not a connection with the hairs [of my father] ？ 
Did I not dwell in the womb [of my mother] ？ 
0 Heaven who gave me birth ！ 
How was it at such an inauspicious time ？ 
Luxuriant grow those willows, 
And the cicadas [on them] go hui-hui. 
Deep looks the pool， 
And abundantly grow the rushes and reeds [about it], 
[But] I am like a boat adrift, ~ 
Where it will go you know not. 
My heart is sad ；--
1 have not leisure to lie down [even] undressed. 
The stag is running away, 
But his legs move slowly. 
The pheasant crows in the morning， 
Seeking his mate • 
I am like a ruined tree , 
Stript by disease of all its branches . 
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My heart is sad ；— 
How is it that no one knows me ？ 
Look at the hare seeking protection ；— 
Some one will step in before and save it. 
One the road there is a dead man ； 
Some one will bury him . 
[But] such is the heart of our sovereign， 
That there is nothing he cannot bear to do . 
My heart is sad, 
So that my tears are falling down . 
Our sovereign believes slanders ’ 
As readily as he joins in the pledge cup . 
Oi4r sovereign is unkind, 
And does not leisurely examine into things . 
The tree-fellers follow the lean of the tree ; 
The faggot-cleavers follow the direction of the grain ; 
[But] he lets alone the guilty, 
And imputes guilt to me . 
There is nothing higher than a mountain ; 
There is nothing deeper than a [great] spring. 
Our sovereign should not lightly utter his words ’ 
Lest an ear be laid close to the wall. 
Do not approach my dam ； 
Do not remove my basket. 
My person is rejected ；— 
Of what use is it to care for what may come after ？) 
In this poem, the poet's lamentation of his sorrowful heart 之'比矣)is interrupted by 
seemingly irrelevant digressions, such as luxuriant willows, chirping cicadas and a 
running stag, as indicated in bold above. The presence of these plants and animals do not 
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seem to have direct relation with the theme of sorrow and appear abruptly inserted into 
the poem. There have been many explanations on why these scenes appear. Traditionally, 
when a poem opens with these digressions of nature, this mode of composition is known 
as Xing 兴.However, the relationship between xing and the theme of the poem may or 
may not be directly related. Sometimes they are even cryptic. Therefore, many debates 
have arisen on the nature of xing. Haun Saussy (1997) once attempted to explain xing 
from a rhythmic perspective, 
“the first rhyme seems to determine the second rhyme, from the composer 's point of view 
the main subject, and accordingly the second rhyme dominates. The composer of a Guo 
feng stanza no doubt settled on the concluding rhyme first and then selected an 
appropriate xing that would deliver the needed opening rhyme,,�� 
Here, Saussy argues that xing, the evocative initiator of poetry, depends on the rhythmic 










卯 Haun Saussy (1997) "Repitition, Rhyme and Exchange in the Book of Odes" Harvard Journal of Asiatic 











(They flit about, the yellow birds, 
And rest upon the jujube trees. 
Who followed duke Mu [to the grave] ？ 
Ziche Yansi. 
And this Yansi， 
Was a man above a hundred. 
When he came to the grave , 
He looked terrified and trembled. 
Thou azure Heaven there ！ 
Thou art destroying our good men . 
Could he have been redeemed, 
We should have given a hundred lives for him . 
They flit about, the yellow birds， 
And rest upon the mulberry trees. 
Who folloM'ed duke Mu [to the grave] ？ 
Ziche Zhongheng. 
And this Zhongheng, 
Was a match for a hundred. 
When he came to the grave , 
He looked terrified and trembled. 
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Thou azure Heaven there ！ 
Thou art destroying our good men . 
Could he have been redeemed, 
We should have given a hundred lives for him . 
They flit about, the yellow birds ’ 
And rest upon the thorn trees. 
Who followed duke Mu [to the grave] ？ 
Ziche Qianhu. 
And this Ziche Qianhu , 
Could withstand a hundred men • 
When he came to the grave , 
He looked terrified and trembled. 
Thou azure Heaven there ！ 
Thou art destroying our good men . 
Could he have been redeemed， 
We should have given a hundred lives for him.) 
In this poem the opening rhymes are plant names and the last rhyme-word is the name of 
an individual. The poet would not have been free to alter the name of the individual 
commemorated, but the plant names could be chosen freely to suit the needs of rhyming. 
Therefore, the seemingly random plant digressions were in fact necessary for the poem to 
rhyme.9i However, not every poem can be explained in this way, as digressions of plants 
and animals may occur anywhere in a poem and not always be in the opening rhyme. 
Pauline Yu (1983) gives a more comprehensive explanation, explaining xing in terms of 
analogy and typology. She writes, 
Haun Saussy (1997) "Repitition, Rhyme and Exchange in the Book of Odes" Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies, Vol. 57, No. 2. (Dec., 1997), p. 531. 
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"from the Chinese point of view it was not a process of attributing true otherness of 
reference at all: natural object and human situation were seen literally as belonging to 
the same category of events - it was not the poet who was creating or manufacturing the 
links between them. They were linked by analogy, but not — as in the Western case of 
allegory - one between two distinct orders. The critic 's task lay simply in identifying the 
general type to which both belonged. In this respect the traditional readings are perhaps 
closer to those of typology rather than allegory. 
Yu argues that these images of nature in the Shijing were not allegories but rather 
typological associations. This explanation falls closer to traditional interpretations and 
takes into account the context and historicity of the Shijing poems. As we shall see, it is 
the traditional oral context of the Shijing and Homeric poems that warrant such random 
digressions of nature, plants and animals in early oral poetry. 
Oral Context of Visual Digressions 
In his celebrated essay of literary criticism, Auerbach (1953) argues that Homeric poetry 
is characterized by a visual externalization of digressive detail.^ ^ He gives the example of 
the famous Homeric scar --- when Odysseus returns home in disguise, nobody recognizes 
him. But when the housemaid Euryklea washes his feet, as an act of hospitality towards a 
stranger, she feels with her hand and recognizes the scar on Odysseus' foot. At this 
dramatic moment, the narrative is interrupted by around forty lines of digression, 
describing the origin of the scar from a hunting accident which occurred in Odysseus' 
^ Pauline R. Yu (1983) "Allegory, Allegoresis, and The Classic of Poetry" Hmvard Joimial of Asiatic 
Studies, Vol. 43, No. 2. (Dec., 1983), p. 399. 
93 Erich Auerbach (1953) Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, (trans.) Willard R. 
Trask. Princeton: Princeton University Press, pp. 3-23. 
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boyhood at a boar hunt during the time of visit to his grandfather Autolycus. The 
narrative then gradually digresses into the life of Autolycus, his house, the precise degree 
of kinship, his character, and even his changed behaviour after the birth of his grandson. 
Then follows another digression of Odysseus' visit, the exchange of greetings and a 
welcoming banquet with wine and meat, that night's sweet sleep and waking in the 
morning for the hunt, the tracking of the beast in a forested mountain, the struggle, 
Odysseus' being wounded by the boar's tusk, his recovery, his return to Ithaka and even 
his parents' anxious questions --- all is narrated with a complete visual externalization of 
details of the story before the digression is finally finished and Euryklea, who had 
recognized the scar before the digression began, lets Odysseus,s foot drop back into the 
water basin in surprise. 
Auerbach argued that this kind of digression was what characterized the Homeric style: a 
complete visual externalization of phenomena with a uniformly illuminated foreground in 
terms perceptible to the senses. Auerbach writes, 
“the separate phenomena themselves, their relationships their temporal, local, causal, 
final, consecutive, comparative, concessive, antithetical, and conditional limitations ---
are brought to light in perfect fullness; so that a continuous rhythmic procession of 
phenomena passes by''^^ 
Therefore, according to Auerbach, the digressions were necessary because the Homeric 
style tended to visualize everything with a uniformly illuminated foreground. Every detail, 
Erich Auerbach (1953) Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, (trans.) Willard R. 
Trask. Princeton: Princeton University Press, p. 6. 
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every temporal, local relationship, though it may be unessential to the main narrative, was 
to be taken into consideration for its contribution to an artistic effect of visualization. 
Drawing upon Auerbach's insights, Bakker (1999) points out that these visually 
externalized digressions were not so much a stylistic choice of Homer as it is related to 
the functioning of the epic medium of oral performance.^ ^ He cites Notopoulos (1949), 
who had once pointed out that, 
“if is easier to digress and lose sight of the original purpose in the spoken word than in 
formal writing which follows an organized text with a beginning, middle, and an encT恥 
Bakker argues that these Homeric digressions were actually a product of orally 
improvised poetry, as oral traditions all over the world are characterized by vivid, 
concrete, visual detail. For the epic tradition to survive, these visual digressions were 
indispensable mnemonic devices for the oral poet to remember and recite his poetry. In 
his recent study, cognitive psychologist David Rubin has emphasized the importance of 
imagery in the stability of oral traditions, noting that visual imagery is one of our most 
powerful mnemonic aids and that images and spatial relations between items are easier to 
retain in memory than verbal, linear information."^^ A good example to illustrate this 
would be the supplication scene in Iliad A, where the priest does not "come" to promise a 
ransom. Instead he "carries" it in his hands visually, and in his hand is a golden staff 
95 Egbert J. Bakker (1999) "Mimesis as Performance: Rereading Auerbach's First Chapter" Poetics Today 
20:1 (Spring 1999)，pp. 12-24. 
^ James Notopoulos (1949) "Parataxis in Homer: A New Approach to Homeric Literary Criticism," 
Transactions of the American Philological Association 80: 16. 
97 David Rubin (1995) Memoiy and Oral Traditions: The Cognitive Psychology of Epic, Ballads, and 
Coimtmg-out Rhymes. New York: Oxford University Press, p. 62. 
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wrought with the ribbons of Apollo. These digressive attributes, unessential to the main 
story, are in fact a necessary visualization of the scene and its actors, an indispensable 
setting for the oral poet to visualize the poem and memorize and recite it.卯 
If we compare this phenomena with the xing 兴 digressions in the Shijing , then many 
previously unsolved problems may be explained. Pauline Yu once contended that the 
digressive images of nature were part of the historical and traditional context of the 
Shijing. Therefore, she argues that xing 兴 should be understood from an analogical 
and typological perspective.^ We agree with Pauline Yu that the xing 兴 digressions 
depend on a traditional context. However, this traditional context should first and 
foremost be understood from an oral poetic perspective, as the seemingly irrelevant 
xing digressions in the Shijing were in fact visual extemalizations of the poetic 
context in which the Shijing register functioned. In other words, it was necessary to 
first visualize a context, such as a flowing river or a wooded forest, before the oral 
poet can properly express his joy or lament in the Shijing. The Shijing poem must 
hinge upon some visual entity for it to properly function, as this is a characteristic of 
oral poetry. As Ong (1982) observed, 
“In the absence of elaborate analytic categories that depend on writing to structure 
knowledge at a distance from lived experience, oral cultures must conceptualize and 
verbalize all their knowledge with more or less close reference to the human life world, 
assimilating the alien, objective world to the more immediate, familiar interaction of 
98 Eric Havelock (1963) Preface to Plato. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, pp. 187-188. 
^ Pauline R. Yu (1983) "Allegory, Allegoresis, and The Classic of Poetry" Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies, Vol. 43，No. 2. (Dec., 1983), p. 399. 
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human beings"^^^ 
In other words, the Shijing poem must fasten itself upon at least some definite illuminated 













(In the south rise the trees without branches, 
Affording no shelter. 
By the Han are girls rambling about, 
But it is vain to solicit them . 
The breath of the Han 
Cannot be dived across ； 
The length of the Jiang 
Cannot be navigated with a raft. 
Many are the bundles of firewood ； 
I would cut down the thorns [to form more]. 
100 W. J. Ong (1982). Orality and literacy: the tecfmologizing of the world. New York: Routledge. p. 42. 
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Those girls are getting married,— 
I would feed their horses. 
The breadth of the Han 
Cannot be dived across ； 
The length of the Jiang, 
Cannot be navigated with a raft. 
Many are the bundles of firewood ; 
I would cut doM>n the southern wood [to form more]. 
Those girls are getting married，一 
I would feed their colts. 
The breadth of the Han 
Cannot be dived across ； 
The length of the Jiang 
Cannot be navigated with a raft.) 
The emotions in this poem are hinged upon various visual externalizations. For example, 
at the start of the poem is a locative hinge “in the south (南有乔木)，，and then “by the 
Han (汉有游女)，，• Then the visual images of bundles of firewood (翘翘错薪)and 
feeding the horse (言秣其马）are evoked to visualize the young man's dream of 
marrying the girl (之子于扫）. 
In fact the formulaic phrase of marriage (之子于:l3) is always visualized throughout all 
its occurrences in the Shijing. For example, in poem 6 《才兆天》， 
桃之天天、灼灼其华。 
之子于細、宜其家室。 
(The peach tree is young and elegant ; 
Brilliant are its flowers. 
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This young lady is getting married， 
And will order well her chamber and house .) 
the marriage is visualized through the young peach tree (才兆之天天）and its brilliant 
flowers (灼灼其华).Or in poem 12《鹤巢》， 
维鹤有巢、维鳩居之。 
之子于彡3、百两御之。 
(The nest is the magpie ’s; 
The dove dwells in it. 
This young lady is getting married; 
A hundred carriages are meeting her.) 
the marriage is visualized through the dove and the magpie's nest (维鶴有巢). 
In poem 28《燕燕》， 
燕燕于飞、差池其羽。 
之子于：)3、远送于野。 
(The swallows go flying about， 
With their wings unevenly displayed. 
The lady is getting married, 
And I escorted her far into the country.) 
the marriage is visualized through the swallows flying about and their fluffy wings in 








(We went to the hills of the east, 
And long M>ere M>e there without returning， 
On our way back from the east, 
Down came the rain drizzlingly. 
The oriole is flying about, 
Now here , now there , are its wings. 
Those young ladies are going to he married, 
With their bay and red horses, flecked with white . 
Their mothers have tied their sashes ； 
Complete are their equipments. 
The new matches are admirable ；— 
How can the reunions of the old be expressed?) 
Notice how different each time the marriage motif “之子于 jla” varies from one another. 
Sometimes it is described with firewood (翅翘错薪)，sometimes with feeding the horse 
(言秣其马)，sometimes with peaches and flowers (桃之天天、灼灼其华） 
,sometimes with the magpie's nest (维鹤有巢)，sometimes with the fluttering wings of 
swallows(燕燕于飞、差池其羽）and lastly with a flying oriole (仓庚于飞). 
If we explain these xing digressive images in terms of analogy and typology, it would be 
difficult and far-stretching to group them together in one category and call them marriage 
motifs. Rather, it would be more appropriate to describe these images as externalized 
visual points of references which the oral poem hinges itself upon. 
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Using this explanation, then many xing 兴 in the Shijing may be explained satisfactorily. 







(0 you ’ with the blue collar， 
Prolonged is the anxiety of my heart. 
Although I do not go [to you] ’ 
Why do you not continue your messages [to me] ？ 
O you with the blue [strings to your] girdle-gems, 
Long, long do I think of you . 
Although I do not go [to you J , 
Why do you not come [to me] ？ 
How volatile are you and dissipated, 
By the look-out tower on the wall ！ 
One day without the sight of you， 
Is like three months .) 
The bluish collar (青青子矜)and bluish girdle-gems (青青子佩)may be understood as 
ornamental hinges, which the poet hinges upon visually for the longing of her lover. 
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Similarly, poems such as《正月�and《十月之交� s tar t by referring to the month of 
events, thereby providing a temporal hinge for the oral poem. Or consider poem 5 9 � 竹 
竿�，where very alternate line is paired with a visual setting before the poet's emotions 
for the girl are expressed, 





巧笑之谐、佩玉之傩° (visual —ng) 
淇水赦赦、桧構松舟。 (viaualsetting) 
驾言出游、以写我忧。 (event + emotion) 
(With your long and tapering bamboo rods, 
You angle in the Oi. 
Do I not think of you ？ 
But I am far away, and cannot get you . 
The Ouanynan is on the left, 
And the waters of the Oi are on the right. 
But when a young lady goes a\vay, [and is married], 
She leaves her brothers and parents. 
The waters of the Oi are on the right 
And the Ouanyuan is on the left. 
How shine the white teeth through the artfid smiles ！ 
How the girdle gems move to the measured steps ！ 
The waters of the Qi flow smoothly ; 
There are the oars of cedar and boats ofpine . 
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Might I but go there in my carriage and ramble, 
To dissipate my sorrow!) 
In fact, a close observation of all of the Shijing poems reveal a substantial amount of 
visual quality in the poetic setting before the lament or praise is properly expressed. 
Therefore, we contend that the xing 兴 digressions were in fact part of an integral part of 
the Shijing oral poetic tradition. It visually illuminates the stage for poetic expression in 
the Shijing poetic register. This stage may be locative, temporal, ornamental, instrumental, 
botanical，zoological, etc. Whether the visual setting is related or not with the event 
taking place is not always important, as it is merely a visual setting for the poem to 
"hinge upon" in an orally transmitted medium. 
Summary 
From our analysis of the Shijing's and Homer's content, it is evident that both share a 
multitude of similarities in terms of content reflecting archaic society. For example, the 
detailed description of sacrificial procedures, the emphasis on war and glory, the 
extensive display of plants and animals, and most of all the digressive nature of the 
Shijing and Homeric poems, reflecting an oral poetic tradition that relied on visual 
externalization for mnemonic and oral transmission. Throughout our comparison, we 
have also offered a new perspective on explaining xing 兴 in terms of visual quality in 
oral poetry. Again, this is a good example of how research on Homeric studies may be 
applied to the Shijing through the common medium of traditional oral poetics. 
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FIVE 
Remaining Differences between the Shijing and Homer 
Difference in length 
So far we have been arguing for the Shijing's similarities with the Homeric epics. 
However, it would be unconvincing if the differences between the Shijing and Homer 
were not addressed. The first most obvious difference is that of length. While the Shijing 
is a collection of short poems, the Homeric poems are a long unified narrative. Because 
of this difference, for a long time the Shijing was not recognized as "epic" because of its 
shorter length. However, as we have discussed above, the definition of "epic" is highly 
contentious and problematic. The essential qualities of Homeric poetry, as we have 
demonstrated, can all be found in the Shijing. 
Futhermore, although the Homeric poems are a unified narrative, the poem itself can 
actually be read as a series of smaller poems dexterously merged together. Each of the 
twenty-four chapters in the Iliad and Odyssey may be read independently as poems on 
their own. Many portions of the Iliad and Odyssey may be detached from the whole and 
made into separate songs, such as the story of Aphrodite and Ares sung by Demodocus, 
or Odysseus' false Cretan story. The bard may easily fit three of these short "epics" into a 
single evening. And pieces like these must have been the forerunners of the poem as it 
now exists. Several chapters in the Iliad, such as the Embassy to Achilles, the Story of 
Dolon, the Ransoming of Hector, are complete unities, each with its own story and 
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atmosphere, and might well be recited separately for their own merits.i�' These many 
short stories scattered throughout Homer's narrative, are all stories within stories by 
themselves. In this sense, it is similar to the Shijing, except only that the short poems 
remained loosely independent in the Shijing, while the Homeric poems have been merged 
together to form a larger unified poem. Hence, it is inaccurate to call the Shijing a 
collection oi''shorf poems as opposed to Homer's two “hng” poems, as the 
consideration of the Shijing, the Iliad and the Odyssey as complete unified texts is only a 
traditional convention. 
Narrative versus Lyric 
Another main point of dispute is that the poems in the Shijing are considered short and 
therefore “lyHcar whereas the Homeric epics are long and therefore “narrative”. 
However, as we have seen above, length does not necessarily determine the lyrical or 
narrative nature of poetry. Besides, in classical Greek poetics, the criterion of lyrical 
versus narrative was not always in direct opposition as it is today. The word "lyrical" in 
Greek, ？iDpiKoc;, simply meant '"sung with the lyre".^^^ Therefore, there was a genre of 
"lyrical narratives" simply meaning ''stories sung by the lyre". This was a popular genre 
in southern Italy and Sicily. For example, Corinna tells stories in a lyric manner 
composed in strophes for musical accompaniment. Pindar, Bacchylides and many other 
authors also do not make a clear distinction between lyrical and narrative. For example, 
the long lyrical narratives of Stesichorus, such as IXioi) riepaic;, Nocyroi, PpDovK；, 
C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, p. 31. 
102�Greek-English Lexicon, edition, ed. Liddell, Scott & Jones, Oxford, 1996. 
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EDpcoTTEia, A0X,a eni HeX-iai, are simultaneously considered "long", "lyrical" and 
"narrative”•�3 The Homeric Hymns are "short" and "lyrical", but also "narrative". 
Therefore, in ancient Greece, the distinction between lyrical and narrative was not always 
in clear opposition and can often overlap. 
In fact, if we examine the poems in the Shijing, many may be classified as "lyrical 
narratives". For example, poem 58《亡民》tells the sad story in lyric manner of how a 
woman fell in love with her husband, but how he abandoned her. Or in poem 2 4 5 � 生 
民� w h e r e the mythical story ofHou Ji's (后稷）legendary birth and his agricultural 
talents is told. Pieces such as poem 206《无将大车》or poem 184《鹤呜》are often 
considered as philosophical poems. Therefore, it is misleading to generalize the Shijing as 
lyrical, as many poems may be classified as narratives as well as philosophical. 
Hence, to call the Shijing "lyric" and Homer "narrative" is a generalizing and crude 
classification, which fails to take into account the complexity and historical context of the 
poems by using modern literary terms to evaluate ancient oral poetry. 
C.M. Bowra (1930) Tradition and Design in the Iliad. Oxford: Clarendon Press, p. 35. 
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Cultural Differences 
Besides the above, there are also some subtle cultural differences between the Shijing and 
Homer which can reflect the different attitudes which the ancient Greeks and Chinese 
held towards life and the cosmos. The most obvious difference is the greater role which 
gods played in Homer when compared to the Shijing. In Homer, every human action is 
orchestrated by the gods. For example, courage is inspired by the gods, "auxdp 0dpoo(； 
£V£7UVSDCTSV 5aL|icov" {Then some divinity breathed great courage into us.y�* A 
thought is "pur into one's mind by a god: "AUT6|X85OV XTQ TOL VD GSCOV vrjKspSea 
P o D ^ v £V GT7]08CTOIV eGrjKe" {Automedon, what god put this unprofitable plan into 
your heart?y^^ Even human stupidity is attributed to the gods by claiming that they took 
away men's wits, "£V0' aure VXavKcp Kpov(5r|; (ppevac; e ^ e X e t o Zevq" 
{but Zens the son of Kronos stole away the wits of Glaukos)^^^ 
On the contrary, gods never played such an important role in the Shijing. Everything was 
centred around humans. King Wen was praised as a virtuous man: “簦査文王、令闻不 
已 ° ” 107 War was attributed to scandalous men: “民之i化言、亦孔之将 ° ” i°8Even 
sacrificial rites were dedicated to men: grandfathers and ancestors, instead of gods. The 
colourful pantheon of Greek gods is nowhere to be seen in the Shijing. Rather, there was 
104 Odyssey 9. 381 
Iliad 17. 469-470. 
i�6 Iliad 6. 234. 
107 Trans. "Full of earnest activity was King Wen, And his fame is without end" in the Shijing 235《文王》. 
舰 Trans. “The false calumnies of the people , Also wax greater and greater. “ in the Shijing 192《正月》. 
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only one god, who was always referred to as Tian 天.But even this Tian did not hold 












Throughout the whole poem, the word Tian 天 only appears once, even though this poem 
is about sacrificial rites. Instead, images of farmland, rain and wine, millet and cattle 
abound. It seems that from very early on, the ancient Chinese were more practical and 
humanistic than her contemporaries. Some scholars have argued that this is because the 
Shijing is a product of Northern Chinese culture, where millet was the main crop grown 
in the Yellow River Valley. According to Ho Ping-ti (1975), this environment was very 
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harsh and farmers had to pay constant attention to ensure survival of the millet/®^ As a 
result, the Chinese were more pragmatic and paid less attention to gods. 
Greece, on the other hand, was relatively plentiful, with ''well-polished tables heavily 
loaded with bread and meats and wine", (eu^scrcoi hi xpciTcs^ ai OLTO\) Kat Kpsicov i�5' 
OLVOU pspp�0acnv)uo thus allowing the ancient Greeks more spare time to muse over the 
gods. The perilous oceans and misty seas also provided ample room for the imagination 
of sea gods and monsters. This is similar to the case of the Chu Ci《楚辞》.With an 
environment of thick swamps, mysterious lakes and misty fog, Chu culture is also 
marked by a colourful pantheon of gods.^ 
One of the consequences of this difference is that the heroes in Homer are generally more 
assertive when compared to the heroes in the Shijing. At the disposal of the TtoiKiXoOpcuv 
(changing-coloured) Greek gods and their unpredictable ways, bold action was necessary 
for the hero to assert himself and find order and certainty amidst the chaos and 
uncertainty in the Greek cosmos. This boldness is exactly what lifts the protagonist from 
the masses and elevates him to the status of a hero, as he is able to deal with perilous and 
uncertain situations when others are at a lost. As the goddess Athena puts it, “the bold 
109 Ho, Ping-ti (1975) The cradle of the East: an inquiry into the indigenous origins of techniques and 
ideas of Neolithic and early historic China, 5000-1000 B.C. . University of Chicago Press. 
"0 Odyssey \ 5. 333-334. 
"1斯维至（1994) “论《楚辞》的形成及秦楚文化圈”映西师大学报 . 1 9 9 4年 1 2月 .第 2 3卷 . 
第 4期 . 2 3 - 2 9页 . 
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man proves the better for every actiori"^^^. Therefore, Homer always talks about winning 
honour and glory, and actively asserting oneself in the Greek cosmos. 
On the other hand, in the Shijing, boldness was undesired. Most of the poems in the 
Shijing were rustic descriptions of peasant life and nature. Everything is depicted as it 
should be picturesquely and realistically. Therefore, the heroes in the Shijing are those 
who respect and pay attention to the rules of nature and preserve this rustic harmony. 
King Wu of Zhou (周武王)was praised in the Shijing as a hero because he deposed the 
tyrant Zhou (针），who disturbed this harmony and overstepped the boundaries of 
propriety. Unlike the warlike heroes in Homer, the heroes in the Shijing were those with 
moral courage, a relatively passive form of heroism that arises only when the rules of 
propriety and the preservation of harmony have been harmed/^^ The restoration of 
harmony and order is a theme prevalent in the Shijing. Therefore, the observation that the 
Chinese are more passive and conservative while Westerners are more active and 
assertive can be traced back to as early as the Shijing and Homer. 
Another interesting cultural difference that can be observed between the Shijing and 
Homer is that the former holds a relatively more optimistic worldview than the latter. 
As mentioned above, the heroes in the Shijing are concerned about preserving order and 
harmony. In the Shijing, the background is always harmony and order, while the 
foreground is war and chaos. According to this worldview, life was most of the time 
Odyssey 1.5\ 
C.H. Wang (1988) From Ritual to Allegoiy: Seven Essays in Early Chinese Poetiy. Hong Kong: The 
Chinese University Press. 
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joyful and in harmony. Whereas war and chaos were only aberrations or mistakes when 
some immoral men upset this balance. Therefore, the people in the Shijing are generally 
more optimistic than those in Homer. Whenever there are problems, the Chinese simply 
believe that all they need to do is fix them. Then everything will return to its original state 
of harmony. 
However, in Homer, it was the opposite. The background of the Homeric world was 
constant chaos, while the foreground was transient order. In ancient Greece, the reality of 
life was much more pessimistic and uncertain. Everything was at the disposal of the 
unpredictable gods. As Homer exclaims, “divine Zeus sometimes gives out good, or 
sometimes evil： he can do anylhing''^^^ or “it is a light thing for the gods who hold wide 
heaven to glorify any mortal man, or else to degrade /?7w ”"6 
Harmony and order were only transitory. The heroes in Homer, such as Achilles and 
Odysseus, always had to battle adversities and overcome uncertain situations before they 
can finally find peace and harmony. Therefore, the worldview found in Homer is much 
more pessimistic than that found in the Shijing. 
These are some of the interesting cultural differences that can be observed between the 
Shijing and Homer. 
This is also the theory behind Chinese medicine. Disease and illness were attributed to imbalances 
between Yin and Yang, the two forces that constitute harmony of the human body. 
"5 ( 9如 e y 4. 236-237. “ 




From our analysis above, it is clear that the Shijing�诗经�and Homer share a multitude 
of similarities. The differences that previously prevented the Shijing from being called 
"epic" proved to be confounded with problematic terms such as "epic", "lyric" and 
"narrative", all of which fail to take into account the historical and oral poetic context of 
the Shijing and Homer. Although there are certain cultural differences between the 
Shijing and Homer, these two works exhibit similarities in all other aspects of their poetry, 
namely flexible oral language, oral formulaic structure, digressive content and cardinality 
within the Chinese and Greek literary traditions. Both the Shijing and Homer are among 
the most quoted works in the Chinese and Western literary tradition respectively. The 
Shijing has been quoted profusely in the Analects�论语�，Li Ji《礼记�and Chun Oiu 
《春秋》.The Homeric poems have been quoted extensively by Plato, Aristotle and 
meticulously imitated by Virgil, Dante and Milton. The commentaries for the Shijing and 
Homer are among the most voluminous works in the Chinese and Western tradition 
respectively. The cardinal and revered status of these two works served as ultimate 
sources of inspiration for philosophers and poets alike in the Chinese and Western 
literary traditions. Their immense influence on the later development of Chinese and 
Western poetry, philosophy and culture is manifest Therefore, summarizing all of the 
above, we conclude that the Shijing is China's closest equivalent to Homer. 
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However, some may ask, why compare the Shijing with Homer? The reason is simple, 
because Homer is the most authoritative definition of the genre "epic". For all its 
problematic and contradicting definitions, the Homeric poems have never been disputed 
as "epics". This is because the genre of "epic" really comes from Homer. The remarkable 
quality and subtlety of Homer is the fundamental reason why the genre of "epic" has 
become famous and important in the first place. The significance, however, of identifying 
the Shijing as the closest equivalent of Homer, is not simply to claim that what the West 
has, China also has. Instead, it brings us back to the roots of these two great civilizations, 
and offers us a glimpse of our civilizations from the start. By comparing the Shijing with 
Homer, we may recover some very fascinating ancient values found in the Shijing before 
Confucianism added her own interpretations to Chinese classicism. For example, the 
concept of filial piety is less pronounced in the Shijing than in later classical texts. In the 
Shijing, the emphasis of ancestors is balanced with an equal emphasis on descendants as 
well. For example in poem 285《武》，the poem emphasizes the King's virtue of opening 
the path for his descendants (克开厥后）.And in poem 282《離》，the King's duty is to 
ensure prosperity to his descendants (克昌厥后）.Or in poem 2 0 9 �楚茨》 t o appease 
thy descendants (以經后禄A n d in poem 253 《民劳》，the poet urges young 
descendants to be brave and take up responsibility, “Though you may be young, Your 
responsibility is vast and great” (戎虽小子’而式宏大）.This is also the same in Homer. 
Homer often urges men to think about their descendants, "dA,Kijxo(； £aa' Lva tic; a i Kod 
6V}/IY6VCOV £ U eki]" (be brave too, so that men unborn may speak well ofyou.f^'' or, 
"7 Odyssey 3. 200 
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" N 5 £ KS KTTL OW TiaiSt |X£ya KXEOC, F]PA' OTTLOOCD." (andyou would have won great 
i to 
gloiy for your son herea fter.) 
In the Shijing there is also a better balance between civility (文）martial valour (武). 
Instead of the Neo-Confucian's over-emphasis on civility (文)，the Shijing praises both 
civility (文）martial valour (武）with equal accolade. For example in poem 3 8 � 簡兮 》 ， 
the poet praises the hero's strength as strong as a tiger and his superb skills in reining the 
horses. “有力如虎、執蠻如組” . I n poem 213，the gentleman is praised as being able 
to safeguard his family and country.《瞻彼洛矣》“君子萬年、保其家邦” .Likewise, 
the hero Nanzhong in poem 168《出車》“赫赫南仲、薄伐西戎 ° ” is praised for his 
martial valour in conquering the much feared Xianynn (玀狁）tribes. Therefore, we can 
see that in the Shijing, martial valour was just as prized as good civil manners. 
There is an interesting line in poem 55《琪奥》thatreads, “善戏诚兮、不为虐兮。 
(SkUfid is he at quips and jokes, But how does he keep from rudeness from them!) 
This line of poetry shows that this Chinese gentleman is upright and keeps away from 
mdeness (虐）.But at the same time he is also shrewd and crafty, skiJJul at quips and 
jokes (诚).The difference between 诚 and 虐 is subtle and displays a rich and multi-sided 
personality and a unity of contradictions. But for the Neo-Confucians this line of poetry 
for them would definitely be “不戏谁兮、不为虐兮”，which would be dull and boring. 
118(9如e少 24. 33 
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Therefore, recognizing the Shijing as China's epic allows us to re-discover the vitality 
and diversity of ancient Chinese values before Confucianism officially "took over" and 
added rigid boundaries to define {or confine?) Chinese culture. The comparison between 
the Shijing and Homer brings us back to the roots of these two great civilizations, and 
offers us a glimpse of some of the common values shared by two of the most important 
literary works handed down by Chinese and Western civilization from their beginnings. 
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